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112	 TRANSACTIONS AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE [SEss. Lvm.
forms which usually are flowerless in their native stations
that may be sent me. They are most easily transplanted
in the winter-bud condition, when they may be posted
either in a small bottle or tube of water, or in wet rag
secured from evaporation ; but, with care in the supply of
moisture, they will probably bear transplantation at any
season.
CONTRIBUTIONS TOWARDS A FLORA OF WEST Ross. By
G. CLARIDGE DEUCE, F.L.S.
The first notice which I am acquainted with of any
plants occurring in the vice-county of West Ross (No. 105
of Watson's "Topographical Botany") is to be found in the
two volumes of Lightfoot's "Flora Scotica," which is dated
1777. The Ross-shire plants mentioned in it, which
appear to belong to the western watershed, are as follows :
—Cirecea alpina, Cynosicrus ccsruleus (Sesleria ccerulea),
Chenopodium maritimum (Sueda maritima), Cornus suecica,
Vaccinium uliginosum, Juncus trifidus, Epilobium, alpinum,
Arbutus alpina (Arctostaphylos alpina), Pyrola minor, P.
secunda, Satyrium repens (Goodyera repens), Ophrys cordata,
(Listera cordata), Ophrys corallorhiza (Corallorhiza innata),
Dryas octopetala, Draba incana, Asplenium viride, Poly-
podium Lonchitis (Polystich,um, Lonch,itis), Hieracium alpinum,
Tanacetum vulgare, Sparganium natans, Poa maritima
(Glyceria maritima), Pinus sylvestris, Trich,omanes tun-
bridgenses (Hymenophyllum unilaterale), Osmunda Lunaria
(Botrychium Lunaria). Betula nana is given as growing
on the moors of Loch Glass, but these I believe drain into
the Eastern Sea. Of the foregoing plants the exact identity
of Sparganium natans, and Hieracium, alpinum is doubtful.
Up to the present time, so far as I am aware, Sesleria,
Goodyera, and Corallorhiza have not since been found, they
probably will be rediscovered.
In "English Botany," 1809, Stachys ambigua is reported
on the authority of W. Borrer and W. J. Hooker from the
side of Loch Carron. The plate in "English Botany " is
numbered 2089.
In Hooker's "Flora Scotica," 1821, we have two additional
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FEB. 1894.]	 BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF EDINBURGH.	 113
species put on record, i.e. Hypericum, Androscemum, Loch
Maree, G. Anderson [Lycopus europceus, margin of Loch
Aichaltie, near Craigdarroch (W. Stables), is in East Ross],
and Pinguicula lusitanica. The station for Stachys ambigua
is given more precisely " near Jeantown," where it still
occurs.
In the " New Botanists' Guide," 1835, a considerable
number of plants from Ross are given, principally on the
authority of Mr. G. Gordon. Most of the unlocalised ones
were subsequently placed in the vice-county of East Ross
by Mr. H. C. Watson. Orobanche rubra is an addition to
the West Ross flora ; it was found on a small island not
far from the mainland, Gairloch, by R. B. Bowman.
In Murray's "Northern Flora," 1836, several plants are
mentioned as growing in Ross-shire, but as they are un-
localised they cannot be precisely placed in either division
of the county. These include Veronica scutellata, Erio-
phorum angustifolium, Triodia, Knautia arvensi s, Galium,
boreale, Alchemilla alpina, Azalea procumbens, Hedera Helix,
etc. Mr. Watson subsequently placed most of them to
East Ross.
In Gordon's " Collectanea for a Flora of Moray, 1839."
Scirpus maritimus is noted from Kintail, and Eriophorum
pubescens from Plockton (Mr. Stables), which are additions.
Saussurea alpina and Cryptogramme crispa are recorded in
the same work by Mr. G. C. Smith from Ben-lea-mohr-
guislee, which Mr. Arthur Bennett suggested might be
Bienn Liath Mohr in Strathcarron, i.e. in West Ross. Mr.
W. Douglas suggests with greater probability that by this
name was intended Bienn Liath Mohr a Ghuibhais Li
(2464 feet), which lies about six miles north of Loch
Luichart station, i.e. in East Ross.
In the " Geographical Distribution of British Plants,"
the author, H. C. Watson, records a few plants, such as
Ranunculus Ficaria, B. Flammula, and Nymphwa alba
for Ross, but these again cannot be precisely put to the
western portion of the county.
Anderson, in " The Guide to the Highlands and Islands
of Scotland," mentions that. Atropa Belladonna grows in
the churchyard of Gairloch, where, of course, it was not a
native plant.
TRANS. BOT. SOC. EDIT. VOL. XX.
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114	 TRANSACTIONS AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE [SEES. Lvm.
• In the " Phytologist," vol. i., p. 147,1842, Lycopodium,
annotinum is said to have been gathered by Mr. G. C.
Smith in West Ross, and given to Mr. Stables.
Some time prior to 1873, Professor Churchill Babington
visited the county, and recorded the discovery of Rubus
Chamwmorus, Rosa spinosissima, Antennaria dioiea, Cnicus
heterophyllus, Hieracium anglicum, Utricularia intermedia,
Juncus triglumis, Rhyncospora alba, Avena pubescens,
Galeopsis versicolor, and Schcenus nigricans.
In the first edition of "Topographical Botany," published
18 73-74, Mr. Watson includes for West Ross Silene acaulis,
on the authority of Mr. Graham ; Alchemilla alpina and
Salix Lapponum, on Mr. Campbell's authority ; and Galium
boreale, recorded by Mr. G. C. Smith. In the same work
sixteen species appear to be first definitely recorded for
the vice-county, but they are without personal authority
for their occurrence. They are as follows :—Thalictrum
alpinum, Subularia aguatica, Cherleria sedoides, Radiola,
Sibbaldia, Vicia sylvatica, Saussurea, Lobelia Dortmanna,
Azalea procumbens, Gentiana Amarella, Arbutus Uva-ursi,
Salix herbacea, Tofieldia, Malaxis, Blysmus Tutus, and
Lycopodium inundatum. Betula nana is also given, but
this is probably included on the erroneous idea that Loch
Glass is in West Ross. Several species recorded by Light-
foot, Churchill, Babington, and others are also included.
In the "Scotch Naturalist," vol. ii., 1873-74, pp. 74-78,
Mr. Davidson commenced a paper on the Flora of Ross,
but which only treated of the Phanerogams as far as the
Caprifoliacee. This flora is not of great service to us
since necessarily Mr. Watson's divisions of the county were
not adopted, and the absence of precise localities prevent
us from taking the authority for the occurrence of the
species in the western watershed. The terms " common "
or " very common " almost certainly refer to Eastern Ross.
It must be borne in mind that the two divisions of the
county are based on a natural separation by the watershed,
east and west, so that the flora of the two divisions of the
county perhaps differ more from each other than that of East
Ross does from Northern Easterness, or that of West Ross
does from Northern Westerness. The unlocalised records
of Mr. Davidson's are therefore neglected in the following list.
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FEB. 1894.]	 BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF EDINBURGH.	 115
The localised records (assuming that the plants are
correctly named), which appear to be new to the vice-
county, are Ranunculus Lingua, Kintail and Gairloch.
(Not yet seen by me in the county. Large forms of R.
Flammula are sometimes so named.) Trollius europceus,
West Ross ! Corydalis claviculata, Melvaig, by Gairloch.
Arabis petrcea, Gairloch. (Can this be correct ? It is a
mountain plant, but is occasionally brought down to low
level by mountain streams. It occurs on hills at the
head of Loch Maree.) Draba rupestris, Ben Sleugach.
(If correctly named, an interesting record, but small forms
of D. incana are sometimes mistaken for it.) Lepidium
Sinithii and Drosera anglica, Gairloch ! Hypericum caly-
cinum, Balmacarra (planted, of course). Rubus corylifolius,
Glen Shiel. Rosa involuta, Gairloch. Pyrus Aria, " rare,
Loch Carron." Sedum Rhodiola, " Baios Bhein, Gairloch."
Sedum Telephium, " not common, Gairloch " (a doubtful
native). S. anylicum, " rare, Gairloch " (so far as my
observation goes, it is a common plant by the coast).
Cicuta virosa, Glen Shiel. (I saw CEnanthe crocata there,
but Cicuta is recorded from the Hebrides, so it may be
correct.) Helosciadium nodiflorum, Gairloch. CEnanth,e
Lach,enalii, Gairloch. Linncea borealis, " in an island in
Loch Maree." Neither of the last three plants have so
far been observed by me in West Ross.
The foregoing records are the only ones I have been
able to find that relate to West Ross, but my search has
not been of an exhaustive character, and I may have
overlooked some paper or work in which the subject has
been dealt with.
After the publication of Mr. H. C. Watson's " Topo-
graphical Botany," in which nine counties had no list of
common plants recorded, Mr. Watson asked me to visit
West Ross, which was one of these, in order to compile a
list of its plants. In the August of 1880 I made my first
acquaintance with what proved to be really "a land of moun-
tain and flood." I began my expedition at Achnasheen,
where (as its name implies) all the winds and a good deal
of the wet of heaven meet, and walked through a heavy
rain to Kinlochewe, gathering Malaxis and noting about
a hundred plants on my way. Two days were spent at
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11 6	 TRANSACTIONS AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE [SEss. Linn.
Kinlochewe in climbing the Slioch, and examining the
shores of Loch Maree, but torrents of rain made the task
anything but a pleasant one. The plants gathered included,
Isoetes lacustris, Myriophyllu9n, alternillorum, Hydrocotyle,
Littorella, Lobelia Dortmanna, Pinguicula lusitanica, Nitella
opaca, Drosera obovata, Carex pauciflora, C. Hornshuchiana,
Eguisetum sylvaticum, Habenaria bifolia, Gnaphalium sylvati-
cum, Thalictrum alpinum, Potentilla Sibbaldi, Epilobium
alpinum, Cornus suecica, Juniperus nana, Arctostaphyllos
Uva -ursi, Tofieldia, Luzula spicata, Juncus trifidus, Lathyrus
pratensis, and Lycopodium alpinum. A walk was next taken
from Kinlochewe to Achnashellach by Loch Clare, the chief
plants seen being Carex remota, Scirpus fluitans, Rosa
Sabini, Rubus villicaulis, Eleocharis palustris, and Nymphcea
alba. Another wet day was spent about Strome on Loch
Carron, when Hymenophyllum unilaterale, Aspidium lobatum,
Aira curyophyllea, Arenaria peploides, Buda media, Poa
nemoralis, Arenaria serpyllifolia, Veronica agrestis, Vicia
hirsuta, Epilobium obscurum, Sedum anglicum, Viburnum
Opulus, Asperula odorata, Hieracium anglicum, H. murorum,
Triglochin maritimum, Juncus Gerardi, Allium ursinum,
etc., were noted. I next walked from Strome to Loch
Alsh, and then ferried over Loch Duich, walking by the
southern side of that lovely loch to Shiel House, and then
on the same day ascended Sgurr Fhuaran, 3505 feet; from
the summit a most gorgeous view was obtained, the rays of
the setting sun lighting up a great expanse of eastern
Scotland, while the knife-edge ridges of the hills about Loch
Hourn were singularly magnificent. To the west, the peaks
of Skye were almost obliterated by the richly coloured
clouds. The day, of which the latter part had been fine,
yielded a considerable number of plants including Petasites
vulgaris, Comarum palustre, Carex curta, Botrychium, Lun-
aria, etc., Sgurr Fhuaran was rather barren, but I had but
little time to explore it. Gnaphalium, supinum, Hieracium
chrysanthum, Juncus trifidus, Oxyria, Carex rigida, C. palle-
scens, Cryptogramme crispa, etc., were gathered on it. The
next day opened badly, with a drizzling rain, which in-
creased as the day went on to a steady downpour (if the
word steady can be properly applied to a rain which, never
ceasing, came in violent gusts again and again), but I
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FEB. 1894.]	 BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF EDINBURGIL 	 117
struggled through it from Shiel House to Kintail and then
ascended A Glas-bheine, and afterwards visited the cele-
brated Falls of Glomak, retracing my way back to Kintail
and continuing by the northern side of Loch Duich to
Dornie, where I meant to have slept, but where I found the
accommodation so limited that it only extended to a single
bed, half of which was bespoke by an itinerant pedlar, so
that I had to trudge my weary way on to Strome—making
a journey of nearly forty miles. My gathering included
Mimulus guttatus, which was quite naturalized in Kintail.
A Glas-bheine afforded a large flowered variety of Pingui-
cula vulgaris, Saxifraga oppositifolia, S. hypnoides, Silene
acaulis, Cerastium triviale, var. alpinum, Koch., Saussurea,
etc. On the rocks about the falls of Glomak Geranium
sylvaticum and Rhodiola occurred. The north sides of
Loch Duich afforded Hieracium, crocatum, H. Pilosella,
(Enanthe crocata, Sparganium minimum, Scirpus lacustris, S.
maritimus, Chenopodium Bonus-henricus, Aira caryophyllea,
etc.
The result of my visit was that I found on this journey
23 species already on record (of which 16 were without
personal authority), in Topographical Botany, 314 Phaner-
ogams, and 28 Cryptogams, which were new county
records. In addition to these, 16 varieties and 14 more
or less naturalized plants were noticed. Among the
latter were Barbarea vulgaris, Acer Pseudoplatanus, Ulex
europceus, Rosa rubiginosa, Doronicum Pardalianches,
Li gustrum vulgare, Ulmus campestris, Fagus sylvatica,
Populus nigra, Salix rubra, Avena fatua, Lolium, italicum,
and Ribes Grossularia. Of the 314 Phanerogams, Juncus
compressus, Sagina 9naritima, Festuca arenaria, Osb., and
Melampyrum sylvaticum require verification. The speci-
mens, so named by a well-known botanist, were not in
good condition, so that in two or three cases the identity
may not be accurate. Deducting these four from the list,
we find that 338 species were added as native plants, and
14 as more or less naturalised plants to the county ; while
23 species, on somewhat doubtful or old authority, were
verified—a total of 365 species.
The second edition of " Topographical Botany " added
nothing to the published knowledge of West Ross plants
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118	 TRANSACTIONS AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE [SESS. LVIII
except Viburnum Opulus, which was noticed by me in
1879, but accidentally omitted from my list. In the
Report of the Record Club for 1881-82, my record
of Veronica humifusa is included. In the 1883 report,
Mr. C. Bailey records as additional species Thalictrum
maritimum (T. dunense), Anthyllis Vulneraria, Myosotis
repens, Habenaria conopsea, Chara fragilis, and the variety
gracilis of Euphrasis officinalis. I added Carex vaginata
from the Slioch. In the 1885 report, the Rev. E. F.
Linton adds Sherardia arvensis, Trifolium hybridum, Geum
internzedium, Rosa clematis, Lastrea Filix-mas, var. Borreri,
with some few plants already on record. The Rev. W. R.
Linton records Melica natans and Rosa mollis, var. glabrata.
Mr. C. Bailey records Rosa marginata, which must be a
glandular variety of B. canina or B. coriifolia, or a hybrid
of these species, with R. tomentosa or mollis, and not the
true B. marginata, which is a hybrid, having the con-
tinental B. gallica for one of its parents.
In 1886, Mr. Arthur Bennett records the occurrence of
Carex icevigata, Thymus Serpyllum, var. prostata, and
Equisetum sylvaticum in " The Scotch Naturalist " as having
been found by Mr. Grieve, but the latter was already on
record. In the same year-1886—some members of the
Summer Camp visited Applecross ; the results of the
investigations were published by Mr. John Allan in the
Transactions of the Botanical Society of Edinburgh, pp.
117-120. In their explorations about Applecross and
Loch Torridon, 286 species of plants were noticed, of
which 50 were claimed as additions, but of these 23
had already been noticed. The actual additions (if
correctly named) are Lepigonum salinum, Vicia sepium,
Ligusticum, Daucus Carota, Gentiana campestris, Myosotis
palustris (?), Salicornia, Eleocharis palustris (gathered, but
not recorded, by me in 1880), Asplenium marinum,
Potamogeton natans, Equisetum maximum, Chara aspera,
Anagallis tenella, Habenaria viridis, H. chloroleuca, and
Epilobium angustifolium.
The following species require verification :—Viola canina
(this has been found in East Ross), Potentilla argentea
(a misnomer, or casual), Callitriche verna (the occurrence
of the segregate is improbable—the aggregate species is
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	 BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF EDINBURGH.	 119
already on record), Scabiosa Columbaria (a misnomer or
casual), Artemisia Absinthium, (a misnomer or an escape
from cultivation), Arctium majus (my Loch Torridon plant
has been pronounced to be A. intermedium), Symphytum
officinale (I have seen the prickly comfrey as an escape,
but not the true S. officinale in West Ross), Veronica alpina
(very doubtful ; if correct, an interesting record), Rumex
maritirnus (a sea-side Rumex, not the true plant), Salix
ph,ylicifolia (likely to occur, but I have not seen it in the
county ; forms of S. cinerea are often mistaken for it),
Juniperus communis (J. nanus is common, also an inter-
mediate plant). The above records, I am afraid, show that
implicit reliance cannot be placed on the naming of the
plants in the foregoing list. Two plants, however, that
are mentioned in the text are additions—Melampyruin
pratense (probably the M. sylvaticum of my 1880 list was
the yellow-flowered form of this species) and Scolo-
pendrium.
In 1886, " Gairloch," by J. H. Dixon, was published.
This excellent account of the Parish of Gairloch contains
a list of 368 plants, compiled by the author with the
assistance of Lady Mackenzie, Mrs. Fowler, Mr. 0.
Mackenzie, Mr. A. Davidson, etc. This list probably
precedes the records just referred to in the Applecross
list. The Gairloch list, which includes many plants not
previously recorded, however, contains so many errors
that in a scientific point of view it will be safer to ignore
it, at any rate it will be necessary to verify the occurrence
of each plant recorded. Some of them are probable
enough, others are wildly improbable, if referring to
native species. Ranunculus aquatilis, R. hederaceus, and R.
bulbosus (the latter a very rare plant in the north-west of
Scotland—Davidson says it is common in Ross), Papaver
Rhceas, Cakile (very likely to occur), Coronopus didyma
(very improbable), Arabis hirsuta, Cochlearia anglica and
danica, Sisymbrium Thalianum, Sagina subulata, Hypericum
perforatum, Geranium sanguineum, G. lucidum, Malva
moschata, M. sylvestris (not native), Eroclium, cicutarium
(since verified by me), Prunus Cerasus (not native),
Potentilla reptans (probably only a form of P. Tormentilla),
Rubies saxatilis (since found by me), Pyrus Aria (if
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120	 TRANSACTIONS AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE [SESS. LVET.
correctly named probably only planted—Davidson says
a tree grows in Strathcarron), Epilobium angustifolium,
E. alsincefoliunz, Sedum reflexum (I have seen this as a
planted species), S. glaucum (doubtful in name), Ch,ryso-
splenium alternifolium (doubtful, oppositifolium is not rare),
Anthriscus sylvestris (since found by me), Scandix Pecten-
veneris (also verified), Myrrhis odorata, Daucus maritimus
(a form of D. Carota), Ligusticum (verified), _Mum,
Athamanticum, Crithmum, .,Egopodium (found by me),
Palium verum (verified), G. uliginosum, Valeriana dioica
most improbable), as are Scabiosa Columbaria, and
Matricaria Ch,amomilla, Anthemis maritima (a misnomer),
Campanula rapunculoides (? planted), C. hederacea (it occurs
in Argyll), Scrophularia aquatica (a misnomer most likely
for S. nodosa), Mimulus luteus (an escape, a variety is
already on record), Mentha sylvestris and M. piperita (most
improbable as native plants), M. sativa (verified by me),
Nepeta Cataria (most improbable), Lamiunz album (very
unlikely, perhaps a white-flowered form of purpureum or
intermedium), Ajuga pyramidalis, possible, as is Litho-
spermu,nz maritimum, Myosotis collina, verified by me, as
also Utricularia minor; Trientalis europcea (a plant likely
to be found), Plantago Coronopus (also probable), Cheno-
podium urbicum and C. murale (certainly erroneous),
Salicornia (confirmed by me), Polygonum viviparum (seen
by me in another district), P. maritimum (impossible),
Mercurialis perennis (seen by me), Salix pentandra and
S. reticulata (both rather doubtful), S. alba (planted), S.
nigricans and S. angustifolia (the names are very doubtful),
Habenaria albida and H. chlorantha (both verified by me),
Epipactis ensifolia (this means Cephalanthera ensifolia, which
has been found in north-west Scotland), Listera ovata (found
by me), Allium oleraceum, Ophioglossum vulgatum, Potamo-
geton lucens, Asplenium marinum, A. septentrionale, and
Scolopendrium.
In the year 1887 I again visited the county for a few
days, until the wet weather and the midges drove me
away from Kinlochewe. Glen Torridon, Ben Eay, and
the Slioch were explored, and yielded the following plants:
—Lepidium heterophyllum, var. canescens, Erophila vulgaris,
Arabis petroca, Viola tricolor, V. arvensis, Lychnis Githago
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Trifolium minus (a plant of cultivation), Prunus Padus,
Rosa tomentosa, var. sylvestris, Sedum acre, Hieracium
tenellum (Backh.), H. nigrescens, Arctium intermedium,
Centaurea Cyanus, Aster Tripolium, Arctostaphylos alpina
(confirmatory), Lamium, intermedium, Myosotis collina, Poly-
gonum Convolvulus, Euphorbia Helioscopia, E. Peplus, Salix
repens, Sparganium ajine, Scirpus setaceus, Agrostis canina,
Festuca sciuroides, Polystichum, Lonchitis, Vida sativa
(introduced), Circcea alpina (confirmatory), Hieraciurn,
holosericeum, H. lingulatum, Salix rugosa, S. herbacea (con-
firmatory), Carex xanthocarpa, and List era cordata (con-
firmatory), as well as some varieties.
Mr. C. Bailey adds Cerastium tetrandrum from Gair-
loch.
In 1889 I again visited Kinlochewe in order to clear
up a difficulty respecting a form of Agrostis canina,
gathered the previous year on Ben Eay, which in some
respects approached A. rubra , Wahl. A large series of
specimens collected this year from the same mountain,
and also from the Slioch, were sent to Professor Hackel,
who named them Agrostis canina, var. scotica (see " Scotch
Naturalist," 1889-90, p. 239). The following additional
plants were also observed :—Rubus saxatilis (in Dixon's
list), Viola sabulosa, Prunus avium (? planted), Hieracium
globosum (?), H. melanocephalum (?), H. eximium, (?), Cam-
panula rotundifolia, Pyrola media, Myosotis repens, Mercuri-
alis perennis, Carex paniculata, Scirpus maritimus, var.
conglobatus, and a large number of varieties.
A hawkweed, gathered by me at Kinlochewe in 1889,
proved to be H. praelongum, an interesting addition. In
the same year I verified the occurrence of Arenaria
seeloides. Mr. Sewell adds Carex pulla.
In the " Scotch Naturalist," 1891, p. 186, Mr. Arthur
Bennett cites the Jour. Bot., 1890, p. 40, for six additions
to the flora, but four of the plants are already on record,
and the other two — Drosera intermedia and Elymus
arenarius — had not been observed by me. Cladium
Mariscus (C. jamaicense) is given on the authority of Mr.
A. Evans. In the same Journal for 1892, p. 125, eleven
species are given on the authority of Mr. P. Ewing. Of
these Stachys arvensis, Plantago Coronopus, Urtica wrens,
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122	 TRANSACTIONS AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE [Sass. man.
Carex filiformis, and Isoetes echinospora are additions to the
flora.
The year 1893 once again saw me in West Ross, but
this time I chose fresh ground. My route was by the
road from Garve to Ullapool by the Dirie More and Brae-
more. As this was done through streaming rain, but few
plants were added to the list. On the following day,
which was beautifully fine, I retraced my steps to Brae-
more, with its magnificent gorge and falls, and explored
the sides of Loch Broom. Elymus arenarius occurred
sparingly on the shingle, the true Solidago Virgaurea,
var. angustifolia, Bromus ramosus, Rubus mucronatus, B.
fissus, B. Badula, B. incurvatus, etc., were gathered. The
beach at Ullapool afforded a plant which I had long been
looking for the glabrous-fruited form of Sisymbrium
ofjEcinarum, Crantz. Here it was the prevailing form, but
at Jeantown the typical form alone occurred. Ranunculus
vulgates grew in the shingle with Cochlearia grcenlandicct,
Galium, verum, Buda media, and Fumaria Boraei. The
cultivated fields contained two varieties of Veronica
agrestis, Fumaria officinalis, the yellow-flowered form of
Raphanus Raphanistrum, and great abundance of Spergula
sativa (the only form noticed) ; it was so abundant as to
give a heavy valerianaceous odour to the air. At the head
of Loch Broom Hieracium sparsifolium grew by the river,
and at Ullapool Hieracium reticulatum, H. auratum, and
H. rubicundum occurred. Near Ullapool, on the road to
Loch Achall, some limestone rocks are exposed. These
yielded some interesting plants, such as Habenaria viridis,
Orch,is mascula, Anthyllis Vulneraria, Melica nutans, Pyrola
secunda, Gentiana Amarella, Avena pubescens, var. Listera
ovata and cordata, and Habenaria albida. Most of these
grew on the steep banks of the river, which for a short
way cuts its course through the limestone. Hieracium
iricum was conspicuous, as it was on the limestone of
Kishorn. In Loch Achall we found Lobelia Dortmanna,
Callitriche hamulata, Chara fragilis, etc.
One day we sailed by the Summer Islands to a little
stretch of sandy beach near Polglass, where we found
Carex arenaria, Ligusticum scoticum, Agropyron junceum,
and Daucus Carota. A visit was paid to Dundonnell at
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the head of Little Loch Broom. We ferried over Loch
Broom and climbed the moorland road by Loch na h'
Airbhe, in which grew _Ranunculus petiolaris, Carex
rostrata, etc. About Dundonnell we gathered Viola
tricolor and Raphanus in the corn fields, and Habenaria
chloroleuca in the grass fields near the shooting lodge.
We then ascended the Glas Mheall Mor and the shoulder
of An Teallach, but the rain and mist prevented the climb
from being successful, if, indeed, there had been time to do
much botanising. We gathered Hieracium lingulatum,
Epilobium alpinum, Vaceinium ulginosum, Salix herbacea,
kubus Chamcemorus, Arctostaphylos alpina, etc., on the
mountain, which we climbed to something over 3000 feet,
when the mist and rain hindered further work. On our
way back we found, near Dundonnell, Rubus pyramidalis
and B. fissus. By the time we reached Loch Broom the
rain had cleared off, so that the passage across the lake
was one of rare beauty, the sea being without a ripple,
reflecting all the colours of a magnificent sunset. Before
we left Ullapool we found ffnanthe crocata, Coronopus
procumbens, Buda marina, ..Egopodium Podagraria, etc.
My next stopping place was Strathearron, at the head
of the loch of that name. Here we found Ruppia, Scirpus
ruins, Salieornia, Arenaria peploides, Carex extensa, C.
chrysites. The corn fields afforded Bronius secalinus, Viola
segetalis, and Buda rubra. On the shingly margin of
the river, Galium verism, Silene maritima, Lepidium hetero-
phyllum, var. canescens, Anthyllis Vulneraria, Hieracium
auratum, and H. duriceps. Rumex domesticus, and conspersus
were gathered near the station. A grass field contained
several plants of Galium, erectum. On the shingle near
Jeantown we found Caucalis Anthriscus, Mahn sylvestris,
Volvulus sepium, Arctium intermedium and several garden
stragglers, if indeed the Malva and Volvulus do not belong
to that class.
In a picturesque ravine near Jeantown we saw Osmunda,
Festuca sylvatica, Allium, ursinum, Bromus ramosus, Brachy-
podium gracile, Agropyron caninum, Potentilla Fragaria-
strum, Asplenium viride, Polystichum aculeatum, Hieracium
anglicum, etc. An extremely hot day was occupied in
ascending a mountain north of the Strath, but we found it
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very bare and the plants much dried up. On the rocks at
about a 1000 feet Juncus trifidus occurred, with a large
form of Salix herbacea. We also gathered Hieracium
lingulatum, and on the higher shoulder Arctostaphylos
alpina and Loiseleuria procumbens dried up by the hot sun.
The base of the mountain yielded a very small form of
Ohara fragilis, Scirpus fluitans, and Arenaria serpyllifolia,
the two former growing in a pool, the latter by the road-
side. Another visit to Jeantown afforded Stachys ambigua
growing with its assumed parents S. palustris and S.
sylvatica. This locality is given for it in Hooker's Flora
Scotica, ..Rthusa Cynapium grew in cultivated ground.
Another day we went from Carron by Jeantown to Kis-
horn during a violent storm of thunder and rain, which
accompanied us over the celebrated Beallach na bo Pass to
Applecross. The beach at Applecross with its curious
limestone pavement gave Sagina nodosa, and Epilobium
parrifiorum, which grew in the fissures in the rock. Rubus
corylifolius was not uncommon on clay. A small fresh
water loch near the sea, called Loch a Mhuilinn, had
Nymphcca alba, Utricularia neglecta and minor, Potamo-
geton natans, Scirpus lacustris, Carex rostrata, Veronica
scutellata, Ohara fragilis, and Subularia aguatica. In the
woods grew Eguisetum maximum and Hieracium corym-
bosum (H. Eupatorium). By the shingle, Atriplex Babing-
tonii, var; virescens was common, Agropyron junceum, Sedum
acre, native, Erodium cicutarium, Geranium dissectum, white-
fruited Rubus idaeus, Erophila vulgaris, Cerastium, tetrandum,
etc. A handsome subcristate rose was common, it does not
answer to any of our varieties, M. Crepin considers it to be
a glandular variety of R. glauca. Rosa coriifolia, in varied
forms also occurred.
The return journey over the Beallach na bo Pass yielded
Juncus trifidus, J. triglumis, Saxifraga hypnoides, Saussurea,
Epilobium alpinum, Cryptogramme crispa, Hieracium nm-
rum, var. ciliatum, Rh,odiola, Gnaphaliwm supinum, Silene
acaulis, Thalictrum alpinum, Luzula spicata, etc. In a pool
at the top of the pass (2050 feet) Subularia, Isoetes lacustris,
var. falcata and Callitriche hamulata occurred. By Loch
Kishorn we gathered Scirpus maritimus, and about Kishorn
on the limestone, Hieracium iricum, Habenaria conopsea,
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Scolopendrium, Veronica anagallis, var. anagalliformis, Salix
repens, and S. ambigua, Festuca elation, etc.
My visit to West Ross in 1893 was a very pleasant
one, seven out of the ten days I spent there being fine ;
the preceding drought had, however, been prejudicial to
vegetation, the sedges especially being in bad condition. My
marked catalogue shows that I noted nearly 480 species, of
which about 75 were additions to the flora, and 15 more
were species more or less naturalised, which had not been
previously noted, and 3 more without personal authority in
" Topographical Botany," were now verified. A large num-
ber of varieties were also observed. The total number of
plants on record for the county is now over 570. The
following is a complete list of the county plants so far
as are at present known to me. In naming the critical
forms I have had the kind help of Professor Hackel, M.
Crepin, Rev. W. Moyle Rogers, Rev. E. Marshall, Messrs.
F. J. Hanbury, H. and J. Groves, and my kind friend
Arthur Bennett, who has in many ways rendered assist-
ance, and especially in looking over my rough notes
and generously adding some of his own. I must also
thank Mr. Mackenzie, of the Caledonian Hotel at Ulla-
pool, for much kind attention during my agreeable sojourn
at his house.
In 1894 I paid a flying visit to Ullapool towards the
end of June, but the season was rather backwards, the
Rubi, Rowe, and Hieracia, with few exceptions, not being
sufficiently advanced to determine, while the spell of
unusually hot weather which set in did not make walking
more enjoyable. My object was to visit the limestone
rock, called by Lightfoot " Creg ach no caen, upon the
boundaries of Coygach and Assynt, just on the confines
of Ross-shire and Sutherland, about ten miles from Loch
Broom, on the road to Lead-beg." On the geological
ordnance chart, No. 101, the limestone rocks are marked
as thinning out before the Ross boundary is touched on
the hill, which is there called Cnoc an t -Sasunnaich
(1258 feet high), and which has a fine range of cliffs
exposed on the western side. The high road to Inclina-
damph runs at their base at an elevation of between 700
and 800 feet above sea-level. On the Sutherland portion
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the limestone occurs even as low as 400 feet, and the
fields in the village of Elphin were blue with Polygala
vulgaris, or showed the feathery fruits of Dryas, while the
profusion of Trollius and Orchis latifolia, the latter in
superb colour, must be seen to be appreciated. From the
summit of the hill a magnificent view is to be obtained of
the grand Ben More of Coigach, of Canisp, An Stac, Suilven,
and Ben More of Assynt. A close examination led me to
believe that the limestone rocks, which rise at a gentle
angle from north to south, must extend into Ross, since
Dryas was found beyond the boundary, but at a much
higher level (over 1000 feet) than in Sutherland, and at
the top of the fucoid beds. With Dryas also occurred
Draba incana, and a patch of the local Carex rupestris was
also noticed. A solitary tuft of Adoxa Moschatellina was
also observed. Epilobium angustifolium, occurred as an
undoubted native plant. Polygala vulgaris was very
beautiful. Allium, ursinum was seen in one place, but not
observed in Sutherland, while Silene acaulis, which occurred
nearly down to the road level in Sutherland, was not noted
in Ross. Thalictrum, alpinum, Polygonum viviparum, Poly-
stichum Lonchitis, .Asplenium viride were rather common
Phegopteris polypodioides and P. Dryopteris also occurred,
but the latter was not quite typical, reverting in leaf
cutting somewhat to P. Robertiana. Alchemilla vulgaris
occurred both as the glabrous and as the pubescent plant.
Rubus saxatilis in flower (with a hawthorn like odour).
Luzula maxima and Carex pilulifera, the latter as the
acute glumed form, were gathered. A form of Poa sub-
avrulea also was noticed on the rocks, but no Geranium
sylvaticum, Rhodiola, or Oxyria was observed. A form of
Poa and a few other critical plants are still under
observation.
Another day was spent at Dundonnell endeavouring to
refind Lightfoot's plants (it will be observed that all his
records from the limestone rocks were verified), but with-
out success. Considerable alteration has taken place at
Dundonnell since the time of his visit, and the woods, I
am told, have been much cleared. The visit, however,
gave additional localities for Festuca sylvatica, Asperula
odorata, Carex remota, C. pallescens, Allium ursinum, and
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other interesting plants. The scenery towards the head
of the glen is of a very interesting character. Near Dun-
donnell, in a swampy, shady place, occurred a plant which,
I have little doubt, is identical with Forster's Caltha
radicans. It rooted freely from the nodes, and formed an
interlacing mass. The flowers were decidedly smaller than
in C. palustris, and the sepals narrower, and therefore not
contiguous. The shape of the radical leaves varied. Some-
times they were almost as deltoid as the one figured in
" English Botany ; " at others, they were scarcely different
from the type. The serration also varied very considerably.
The leaves on the stem above the first rooting point were
almost invariably of a bluntly, triangular form. It would
be interesting to learn if Don's plant had the actual root
leaves as well as the leaves of the stem at its first rooting
point of this deltoid shape. I may say that the plant
occurred in several places, and was uniformly rooting in
its habit. All the flowers which I observed had narrower
and rather smaller sepals. The creeping stems were very
brittle, and it was not quite easy for that reason to get
perfect specimens.
A day spent on An Teallach was toilsome, and not pro-
ductive, the season being backward and the ground barren.
Lycopodium annotinum was gathered, and Arctostaphylos
alpina was rather frequent on the lower shoulders of the
hill. Lycopodium alpinum, var. decipiens, Juncus trifidus,
Carex rigida, Armeria, Rhodiola, Luzula spicata, Loise-
leuria, Corpus suecica, Rubus Chamwmoras, and Vaccinium
uliginosuni (the latter in flower) were noticed.
A day was spent in walking to Rhidorroch by Loch
Achall, but the only addition made to the flora was
Sagina subulata, which occurred in the path near the
shooting lodge. Habernaria albida, H. viridis, H. conopsea,
H. bifolia, Orchis incarnata, Listera cordata, Melica nutans,
and Carex pallescens were seen.
Another day or two was spent at Strome, where,
between the station and Plockton, Corydalis claviculata,
Rubus rhamnifolius, Myosotis repens, Hypericum Androsce-
mum, and Oxyria were noted, but the intense heat made
botanising a toil. The results of this visit were rather
meagre, five additional species and five confirmatory records
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128	 TRANSACTIONS AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE [SESs. mum
only being made ; but the few Hieracia gathered, now in
Mr. Hanbury's hands, will, it is hoped, yield another
record.
The sign (*) means that the Author, it is believed, is the first
recorder of the plant for the county ; the sign () means that the
plant is not a native.
THALICTRUM ALPINUM, L.—On the mountains near
Strathcarron ; plentiful on Meall Gorm and Sgurr na
Caorach ; in a barren state on Sgurr Fhuaran ; probably
not a rare plant on the higher hills. It also comes down
to 900 feet on the fucoid rocks of Cnochan.
T. DUNENSE, Dumort.—On the sand at Gairloch (Mr. C.
Bailey), 1883.
* ANEMONE NEMOROSA, L.—In many wooded situations,
as on Loch Maree side, Dundonnell, etc.
(? RANUNCULUS HEDERACEUS, L.—Gairloch, in Dixon's
list, requires verification ; it is likely to occur as it is
reported from Skye. R. aguatilis is also given in the
same list.)
(R. LINGUA, L.—" Kintail and Gairloch not uncommon"
(Davidson). I have not seen it. Was the large form of
R. Flammula mistaken for it ?)
* R. FLAMMULA, L.—Common ; it is a variable plant.
The variety pseudoreptans is frequent on the gravelly
margin of lochs, etc.
* R. PETIOLARIAS, Marshall.—This occurs in Loch
Achall at 265 feet, in Loch na h' Airbhe at 700 feet,
and in a small mountain loch on a mountain in Strath-
carron at over 2000 feet. In the latter situation it
appeared to grade into the type. I should be content
to give it varietal rank, notwithstanding its Littorella-like
radical leaves. It is probably widely distributed.
* R. ACRIS, L., var. VULGATUS, Jord.—A common plant,
widely distributed ; from the sea-level to 4000 feet. A
very hairy form occurred on the beach at Ullapool, but
this and other forms I defer naming till I have had the
opinion of Herr Freyn. R. acris, L. (R. Borceanus, Jord.),
near Braemore.
* R. REPENS, L.—Not uncommon on low ground. A
curious form occurred on the shingly margin of the river
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Carron ; it has the leaves much more finely cut, and the
plant unusually small.
(? R. BULBOSIJS, L.—Only in Dixon's list of Gairloch
plants ; possibly an error, although Davidson says it is
common in Ross.)
4' R. FICARIA, L.—Attadale ; rare, or my visits made too
late in the season to observe it. Seen at Dundonnell in
1894.
* CALTHA PALUSTRIS, L.—Common ; but the var. minor
appears much less frequent in Ross than on the Cairn-
gorms or Breadalbane hills. I saw it on An Teallach at
about 2000 feet.
* C. RADICANS, Forster.In shady, marshy situations at
the head of Little Loch Broom, near Dundonnell.
TROLLIUS EUROPIEUS, L.—Not unfrequent, and widely
distributed. I saw some plants at an elevation of upwards
of 2000 feet in Strathcarron. West Ross not localised
(Davidson).
: BERBERIS VULGARIS, L.—Occurs as a planted shrub at
Ullapool and Braemore, and, according to Mr. Dixon, at
Gairloch.
* NYMPHIEA ALBA, L.—In Loch Caitlin and Loch a
Mhuilinn.
: PAPAVER SOMNIFERUM, L.—On the shingle at Jeantown
and Applecross ; probably a garden escape.
(? P. RHEAS, L.—In Dixon's list, which also gives P.
dubium. The latter has a more northern range than this
species, which has not been observed by me in West Ross.)
* P. DUBIUM, L.—Rare, and only of casual occurrence, as
at Kinlochewe, Dornie, and Gairloch—in the latter place
on the authority of Mr. Dixon. In 1893-94 I did not
see a single poppy in the county. The Kinlochewe plant
was the var. P. Lamottei.
* P. ARGEMONE, L.—Like the foregoing, scarcely natural-
ised. I saw it by the rail side near Strome in 1880.
CORYDALIS CLAVICULATA, DC.—Rare. Kintail, and be-
tween Strome Ferry and Plockton. It is given in the
Gairloch list, probably on the authority of Mr. Davidson,
who records it in " Scotch Naturalist," vol. ii., from Melvaig,
near Gairloch.
* FUMARIA BOR/EI, Jord. On shingle at Ullapool, where
TRANS. BOT. SOC. EDIN. VOL. XX.
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it also grew in potato fields. Mr. Dixon includes F. capreo-
lata in the Gairloch list, which probably means this.
o' F. OFFICINALIS, E.—Rare, in cultivated fields at Ulla-
pool and Dundonnell.
* NASTURTIUM OFFICINALE, Br. (Roripa Nasturtium, Beck).
—Near Ullapool and Applecross ; probably overlooked.
* BARBAREA VULGARIS, Br.—Rare, and probably not
native. In the Gairloch list I saw it at Strome.
* ARABIS PETRIEA, Lamk.—On the quartzite slopes of
Ben Eay, at an elevation of 2000 to 2800 feet, only as
the glabrous plant ; it has flowers rather larger than the
plant from the Cairngorms, but not so large as those of
the var. grandifolia from Ben Laiogh, in Argyll. Davidson
records it from Gairloch, but it is not usually a plant of
the lowlands. Is Mr. Davidson's record correct ?
( ? A. HIRSUTA, Br.—Given in Mr. Dixon's list. It
probably occurs as it has been found in Skye and East Ross.)
* CARDAMINE PRATENSIS, L.—Common ; usually as the
plant with lilac flowers and pedicelled leaflets ; figured in
" English Botany," 77 6,  which appears, according to Kerner,
to be the C. palustris, Petermann. At Applecross I saw
the true C. pratensis—the plant with white flowers and
sessile leaflets which is figured in " Flora Danica," No.
1039 (1790).
* C. HIRSUTA, L.—Not rare. At Loch Carron, Ullapool,
and Applecross.
* C. FLEXUOSA, With.—Not uncommon, as at Jeantown,
Kintail, Strome, Ullapool, and at Applecross ; also as the
var. umbrosa, Gren. et Godr., by a waterfall at Jeantown.
DRABA INCANA, L.—On Creg ach no caen, near Ledbeg
(Lightfoot 1777). It occurs on the limestone rocks at
that place in both counties, and near Gairloch.
( ? D. RUPESTRIS, Br.—Ben Sleugach (Davidson). If
correct, very interesting ; was it not a small form of D.
incana ?)
* EROPHILA VULGARIS, DC.—In the Gairloch list. Seen
by me at Kinlochewe, and by the roadside at Applecross ;
it is most likely not uncommon.
* COCHLEARIA OFFICINALIS, L.—Common on the coasts,
and as the var. alpina, Wats., on some of the hills, as on
An Teallach, and on A Glas-bheine, in Kintail.
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* C. GRCENLANDICA, L.—On the coast at Ullapool, very
fine specimens.
(C. DANICA, L., and C. ANGLICA, L., are both given in
Dixon's list.)
: HESPERIS MATRONALIS, L.—Naturalised about the ruins
of a kirk near Jeantown.
SISYMBRIUM THALIANUM, Gay.—Given in Dixon's list,
and likely correctly ; my visits have been made rather late
in the season.
* S. OFFICINARUM, Crantz.—On the shingle and in
cultivated ground at Jeantown, as the type plant with
pubescent siliquas. At Ullapool the form with glabrous
siliquas alone occurred, it is the var. leiocarpum, DC.,
which I had long sought for in Britain, and which I had
once seen at Meran, in Austria.
SUBULARIA AQUATICA, L.—In a small loch near the
summit level of the Beallach na bo Pass, at a little over
2000 feet, and in Loch a Mhuilinn, near the sea-level,
caulescent and acaulescent forms occurred.
: BRASSICA NAPUS, L.—As a weed of cultivation on the
shingle at Jeantown.
* B. SINAPISTRUM, Boiss.—Kinlochewe, Strome, etc.
(Colonist).
* B. ALBA, Boiss.—Loch Alsh, Ullapool, and Applecross
(Colonist).
* BURSA PASTORIS, Wib.—Common about Ullapool, etc.
* CORONOPUS PROCUMBENS, Gilib.—On the grassy margin
of Loch Broom at Ullapool.
( ? C. DIDYMA, Sm.—In Dixon's Gairloch list, almost
certainly incorrect.)
LEPIDIUM HETEROPHYLLUM, Benth., var. CANESCENS, Gren.
et Godr.—On the shores of Loch Torridon, near. Loch
Maree, and on the stony border of the river Carron. The
older name appears to be L. heterophylluni, var. campestre,
F. Schultz, in Fl. Gall. et Germ., Exs. 3 et 4, Introd. p. 3,
1840. It is the L. Smithii, Hook. Davidson records it
from Gairloch.
CAKILE MARITIMA,L.—Gairloch (Dixon). Likely to be found.
* RAPHANUS RAPHANISTRUM, L.—Abundant among the
oat crops at Dundonnell and Applecross and Ullapool,
always as the yellow flowered form.
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* VIOLA PALUSTRIS, L.—Common.
(V. CANINA, L.—Given in the Applecross list, but
requires verification.)
* V. RIVINIANA, Reich.—Common. I suspect it is the
" V. canina, L.," of the Applecross and Gairloch lists.
* V. TRICOLOR, L.—In a field near Loch Torridon, and
in oat fields at Dundonnell. Dixon has it in his list.
* V. ARVENSIS, Murray.—Near Torridon and Ullapool,
and a form identical with V. segetalis, Jord., at. Strathcarron.
* V. LUTEA, Huds.—Near Braemore.
* V. SABULOSA, Jord.—Loch Torridon side, Strathcarron,
Applecross, etc. A plant very near to, if not identical
with, V. Curtisii, Forst.
* POLYGALA VULGARIS, L.—Not common, Sgurr Fhuaran,
Sgurr na Caorach, and in beautiful condition on the
Cnochan rocks.
* P. SERPYLLACEA, Weihe.—Common and widely distri-
buted.
* SILENE CUCUBALUS, Wibel.—Rare, and perhaps only of
casual origin. I saw it at Strome in 1880.
* S. MARITIMA, With.—Rather common, not only on the
coast, but also on the shingly margin of Loch Maree, and
the River Carron, etc.
S. ACAULIS, Jacq. (see "Topographical Botany ").—I have
gathered it on Ben Eay, but it appears to be rather a
scarce plant on the Ross mountains.
* LYCHNIS DIOICA, L.—Locally common, abundant about
Jeantown, and of very rich crimson colour.
* L. ALBA, Mill.—Rare and only a colonist, if, indeed, it
is more than a casual. I saw it at Dornie, at Ullapool,
Jeantown, Strome Ferry, etc.
* L. nos-a -mum, L.—Frequent.
* L. GITHAGO, Scop.—Little more than a casual. A
solitary specimen in an oat field at Kinlochewe. Dixon
includes it in his list, but does not consider it a native.
Davidson says it is too common in Ross-shire.
CERASTIUM TETRANDRUM, Curt.—Gairloch (Mr. C. Bailey),
sparingly on the course sand at the head of Applecross
Bay, 1893 ; Ullapool, 1894.
* C. GLomERATum, Thuill.—Common, also as the var.
apetalum, Dum. at Applecross, Braemore, and Dundonnell.
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* C. TRIVIALE, Link.—Common and widely distributed.
The var. alpinum, Koch., in its typical form on A Glas-
bheine in Kintail, on An Teallach and on Meall Gorm of
Applecross. Boswell Syme said the specimen from the
former locality was the true plant, his var. alpestre, Lind.
* STELLARIA MEDIA, Cyr.—Abundant. The var. major,
Koch., at Linlochewe and Inverlael.
* S. HOLOSTEA, L.—Local. Near Attadale, Jeantown,
Kishorn, Rhidorroch, etc.
* S. GRAMINEA, L.—Not rare. Keppoch, Braemore,
Dundonnell, Kintail.
* S. ULIGINOSA, MUTT. —Common.
* ARENARIA SEDOIDES, Schultz.—" Topographica,1 Botany"
without personal authority. Apparently scarce. I saw it
on Slioch at 1800 feet, and also as the var. apetala.
* A. SERPYLLIFOLIA, L.—Rare, but possibly native. By
the railway at Strome, and dry roadside at Strathcarron,
also near Applecross.
* A. PEPLOIDES, L.—Locally abundant on the coast, as
at Torridon, Ullapool, Jeantown, Applecross. At Ullapool
the var. diffusa, Horn., occurred with the type.
(SAGINA MARITIMA, Don.—A specimen which I gathered
by Loch Duich was so named by a botanical referee. I
have not been able to refind it in the county, but it is
a plant which is likely to be found, as it occurs in East
Ross and Caithness.)
* S. PROCUMBENS, L—Not uncommon, and variable.
* S. NODOSA, E. Mey.—Local. I have only seen it in
the crevices of the limestone pavement at Applecross ; it
was the glabrous plant.
S. SUBULATA, Presl.—Given in Dixon's list. I found a
solitary patch on the shingle path near Rhidorroch Lodge
in 1894.
* SPERGULA SA TIVA, Boenngh.—Abundant in many corn
fields, and about Ullapool, Dundonnell, Applecross, so
prof use as to give a heavy-valerianaceous odour to the
air, especially in the evening. S. sativa alone occurred ;
although I examined many scores of specimens, I was
unable to find one with papillate seeds.
* BUDA RUBRA, Dum. (ARENARIA RUBRA, L.)—Rare. A
few plants at Strathcarron, and in dry fields at Kishorn.
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*B. MEDIA, Dum. (SPERGULARIA MARGINATA, Syme).-
Rather common on the coast, as at Loch Carron, Apple-
cross, Polglass, etc.
* B. MARINA, Dum. (SPERGULARIA NEGLECTA, Syme).-
Rare. Morefields, near Ullapool, and shores of Little Loch
Broom. (Lepigonum salinum, Applecross, Mr. Allan.)
* B. RUPESTRIS (SPERGULARIA RUPESTRIS, Lebel.)—Loch
Carron, 1880. I did not see it in 1893. Boswell Syme
so named my specimen, and Mr. Arthur Bennett says he
has a note, that he saw one from me.
* MONTIA FONTANA, L.—.Rather common The var. major,
Allione (M. rivularis, Gmel.), at Lochalsh, Braemore, and
Applecross.
HYPERICUM ANDROSIEMUM, L. — Rare. Loch Maree
(Hooker), Kintail, Glenelg, Duncraig.
(H. PERFORATUM, L.—In Dixon's list only.)
: H. CALYCINUM, L.—Balmacarra (Davidson). Planted, of
course, but the recorder gives no particulars.
* H. PULCHRUM, L.—Common The var. procumbens,
Rostrup, in Coigach.
(:MALVA MOSCHATA, L.—In Dixon's list ; he does not
consider it native.)
: M. SYLVESTRIS, L.—Dixon thinks this is not a native.
It is plentiful on the shingle in Jeantown, but it is also
cultivated there, so that it is very likely only a straggler
from the gardens.
: TILIA PLATYPHYLLOS, Scop.—Planted at Braemore.
: T. VULGARIS, Hayne.—Plahted at Braemore, Kishorn, etc.
(RADIOLA LINOIDES, Roth. (Millegrana minima).—In
Dixon's list. It is given in " Topographical Botany " for
105 Ross West, " Ross Cat.," probably by the authors
confusing Ross's list of Mid Ebudes plants with mine from
West Ross. This opinion is confirmed by seeing on p. 598
of that work that Mr. Ross is credited with supplying the
list of Mull and West Ross plants in Rep. of Rec. Club,
whereas he only compiled the list of Mull plants, in which
he records Radiola Millegrana. It is very likely to occur,
as it is usually overlooked.)
* LINUM CATHARTICUM, L.—Common.
: L. USITATISSIMUM, L.—A casual on the beach at Jean-
town.
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(? GERANIUM SANGUINEUM, L.—In Mr. Dixon's list only.)
* G. SYLVATICUM, L.—Rare. I have only seen it on the
steep rocks about the falls of Glomak.
* G. MOLLE, L.—Not common. Strome, Applecross,
Kinlochewe, Ullapool, Kishorn.
* G. DISSECTUM, L.—Rare. Only seen at Applecross.
(? G. LUC1DUM, L.-4n Dixon's list. If correctly named,
was it wild ?)
G. ROBERTIANUM, L.—Glen Docharty, Jeantown, Dun-
donnell, etc. ; var. album, at Inverlael and Applecross.
* OXALIS ACETOSELLA, L.—Local ; on the base of Slioch,
at Strome, Kishorn, Dundonnell, etc.
* EROD1UM CICUTARIUM, L'Her.—In Dixon's list. I saw
it on one station at Applecross in 1893.
* ILEX AQUIFOLIUM, L.—Not uncommon, and native, as
in Glen Docharty, on the sides of Slioch, in Coigach, Dun-
donnell, etc.
: ACER PSEUDOPLATANUS, L.—Loch Duich, Loch Carron,
etc. Planted, and in some cases self-sown plants.
: ULEX EUROPAUS, L.—Extensively planted as a cover
for game, but not, I think, native.
* CYTISUS SCOPARIUS, Link.—Not very common, but
possibly native. Strome, Ullapool, Kishorn.
: MEDICAGO LUPULINA, L.—A relic of cultivation, at Kin-
lochewe. Dixon gives it in his list.
* TRIFOLIUM PRATENSE, L.—Common, and generally dis-
tributed in the low lands.
: T. HYBRIDUM, L.—As a relic of cultivation. Strome
Ferry (E. F. Linton), field borders, Dundonnell, Jeantown,
etc.
* T. REPENS, L.—Common, and generally distributed in
the low lands.
* T. PROCUMBENS, L.—Strome, Ullapool ; rare.
* T. DUBIUM, Sibth.—Kinlochewe, Applecross, Strath-
carron, etc. ; and, as the var. pygmaeum, Soy.-Will., at
Ullapool.
ANTHYLLIS VULNERARIA, L. (Gairloch, C. Bailey).—
Appears where the limestone rocks are exposed, as near
Ullapool, Kishorn, and Cnochan. Also on river shingle, as
at•Kinlochewe and Carron.
* LOTUS CORNICULATUS, L.—Common ; often as a larger
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flowered form than the mid-English plant, and sometimes,
especially by the coast, as the var. crassifilius, Pers.
Var. villosus, Ullapool.
* VICIA HIRSUTA, Koch.—Strome, Carron, Jeantown,
Kishorn.
CRA OCA, L.—Common, especially as a corn field
plant. The var. incana, Thuill, at Ullapool, on the shingle.
V. SYLVATICA, L.—Uncommon Keppoch. It was given
in " Topographical Botany " without personal authority. I
did not see it at Ullapool, Applecross, or Strathcarron.
V. SEPIUM, L,—Kinlochewe, Braemore, Applecross, etc.
Not uncommon, and in two forms.
: V. SATIVA, L.—Occurs as an outcast or straggler from
cultivation, as at Kinlochewe.
* V. A NGUSTIFOLIA, L.—Rare. Ullapool and Strath-
carron.
LATHYRUS PRATENSIS, L.—Not uncommon ; usually as
the glabrous plant.
* L. MONTANUS, Bernh.—Braemore, Dundonnell, Kishorn,
etc.; also the var. tenuifolius, at Braemore.
* PRUNUS SPINOSA, L.—On my first visit I thought this
was planted in West Ross, but now I think it may be
native in Strathcarron and at Applecross ; there were some
old bushes by the river at Ullapool.
P. INSTITIA, L.—Doubtfully wild at Applecross, etc.
: P. DOMESTICA, L,--Most likely the result of planting in
Strathcarron, etc.
(P. CERASUS, L.—In Dixon's list, probably an error, the
next species may have been intended.)
P. AVIUM, L.—Glenelg, Strathcarron, Dundonnell, in
what was an old hedgerow. A doubtful native.
* P. PADUS, L.—Applecross, Kishorn, Inverlael, Kin-
lochewe, etc.
SPIRAA. SALICIFOLIA, L,—Inverlael. Certainly planted.
* S. ULMARIA, L.—Not uncommon. So far as I noticed
always as the plant with the leaves white underneath, var.
discolor, Kod.
RUBUS IDAUS, L.—Not common, but I think native.
It grew by the side of Loch Coulin, at Braemore, and a
Applecross, as the var. leucocarpus. It is possible that the
latter plant may be the result of ancient cultivation.
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* R. NESSENSIS, Hall.—Inverlael.
* R. FISSUS, Lind1,—Near Ullapool, in several stations.
* R. PLICATUS, W. and N.—Near the shooting lodge at
Dundonnell.
* R. RHAMNIFOLIUS, W. and N.—Strome Ferry.
• R. INCURVATUS, Bab.—A plant from Ullapool and
Inverlael, the Rev. Moyle Rogers puts under this name.
* R. LEUCOSTACHYS, Sm.—Rare, Ullapool.
* R. PYRAMIDALIS, Kalt.—Ullapool, and in very fine
condition at Dundonnell.
* R. VILLICAULIS, Koel„ var. Selmeri (Lindeb.).—Strath-
canon, Ullapool, Kinlochewe.
* R. MACROPHYLLUS, W. and N.—Inverlael.
* R. PULCHERRIMUS, Neum.—Jeantown.
* R. MUCRONATUS, Blox.—Not rare. About the side of
Loch Broom, Braemore, etc.
* R. RADULA, W. and N.—Large, handsome plants at
Ullapool.
R. CORYLIFOLIUS, Sm.—Near Ullapool, and on limestone
at Applecross and Kishorn. A small form. Davidson
records it from Glen Shiel.
* R. SAXATILIS, L.—In Dixon's list. I saw it on
Slioch at about 2800 feet. It occurred on Meall Gorm
of Applecross, on Cnochan rocks and An Teallach, and as
the var. setodermis, Borb. (in Baenitz. Herb. Europ.), near
the sea level at Jeantown.
R. CHAMIEMORUS, L. ("Topographical Botany"),—I saw
it on Slioch in 1889, and in fine fruit on An Teallach
in 1893.
DRYAS OCTOPETALA, L.—" On a limestone rock called Creg
ach no caen, upon the boundaries of Coygach and Assynt,
just on the confines of Ross-shire and Sutherland" (Dr.
Lightfoot). I saw it on the Ross-shire side of the boundary
in 1894.
* GEUM URBANUM, L.—Not uncommon, as at Loch Carron
and Kinlochewe.
G. INTERMEDIUM, Ehrh.—Strome (Linton 1885), Jean-
to wn.
* G. RIVALE, L.—Rather common. Loch Long, Braemore,
Dundonnell, Jeantown, in splendid flower at about 2000
feet on a mountain in Strathcarron, and on the Cnochan rocks.
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* FRAGARIA VESCA, L.—Rather common.
* POTENTILLA FRAGARIASTRUM, Ehrh.—Apparently rare.
I saw it only by the waterfall at Jeantown, and at
Applecross.
* P. TORMENTILLA, Neck.—Abundant and generally dis-
tributed.
( ? P. REPTANS, L.—In Dixon's list. A misnomer ? It
is a rare plant in the north.)
P. ANSERINA, L.—An abundant and luxuriant shore
weed on the shingle, as at Jeantown, Applecross, etc. It
usually occurred with the leaves green above, the var.
sericea, Koch., with leaves silvery on both sides being rare;
it was noticed at Ullapool.
( ? P. ARGENTEA, L.—One of the plants recorded by the
Summer Camp from Applecross. The true plant is most
unlikely to be found native so far north; perhaps it was a
slip of the pen for the preceding species, but it was given
as a new record, while I recorded P. Anserina in 1880.)
P. SIBBALDI, Hall. f.—" Topographical Botany." Rare.
Slioch.
ALCHEMILLA ARVENSIS, Scop.—Rather rare Or over-
looked. Dorn ie.
A. VULGARIS, L.—Rather common. Large plants of
the var. glabra, W. et Gr., occurred in the shingly margin
of the river Carron, but it varied into forms with more
pubescent foliage. The glabrous form grew in the stony
bed of the stream that descends from Ben Eay. On the
hills a small pubescent form is common, especially between
Kishorn and Applecross, but I should not call it A.
montana, Willd. The two plants grew together, and
kept fairly distinct on the Cnochan rocks.
A. ALPINA, L.—See " Topographical Botany." Common.
ROSA SPINOSISSIMA, L.—See " Topographical Botany." I
have not seen it in Ross.
* R. INVOLUTA, Sm., Gairloch (Davidson), and as R.
Sabini, Woods.—By the side of Loch Clare, and by Loch
Maree. This, M. Crepin says, is a hybrid of the former
with B. tomentosa.
* R. MOLLIS, Sm.—Not unfrequent in the lower wooded
straths, as at Loch Maree, Ullapool, Dundonnell, Apple-
cross, Kishorn, Kintail, etc. The var. aertilea, Bak., I
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have seen at Kinlochewe, etc. The var. glabrata, Fries.
(E. F. Linton), Strome Ferry, 1886, not previously noticed
in Britain.
* R. TOMENTOSA, Sm.—Common in the lower glens, and
very variable. Of the named forms I have collected B.
seabriuscula, Sm., at Applecross and Ullapool ; the var.
R. sylvestris, Woods, at Kinlochewe and Ullapool ; var.
cuspidatoides, Lej., at Achnashellach. The latter collected
by Rev. H. E. Fox in 1893.
* R. CANINA, L.—The aggregate plant is common in the
low lands. Of the named British forms I have gathered
R. lutetiana, Lem., in many localities. The flowers of this
and other varieties of the dog rose are often darker than
our Midland plants. B. dumalis, Bechst., see Rep. of Rec.
Club (Lintons, Bailey), Gairloch and Strome Ferry. It is
one of the common forms of the non-cristate canna. I noted
it in 1880 at Loch Alsh, in 1887 at Kinlochewe, and this
year I found it commonly at Ullapool. B. urbica, Lem.-
Applecross and Strathcarron. B. tomentella, Lem.—Ulla-
pool. R. glauca, Vill.—Common and variable. M. Crepin
writes to me " that B. glauca and B. coriifolia, Fries.,
have not been sufficiently studied in Britain. These two
secondary species may be met with at lower levels, but
they prefer higher situations or else more or less northern
lands. A complete series of their variations will doubtless
be found in Scotland " A plant which, in the opinion of
our British authorities, would be called var. subcristata,
M. Crepin refers to B. glauca, of which he considers it to
be a form with compound teeth, and smooth sepals. A
conspicuous rose at Applecross, which is, I think, a distinct
variety from any of our named forms, M. Crepin says is
a variety of B. glauca, with simple teeth and glandular
pedicels and sepals. It may be worth distinguishing as
var. glandulosa. B. coriifolia, Fries.—This is a common
Ross rose. A very pubescent form occurred at Ullapool ;
in fact, were it not for its subcristate sepals, it would now
come under B. tomentella, according to our insular ideas.
M. Crepin keenly remarks " that as we go northwards
forms of B. caning are replaced by forms of B. glauca
and R. coriifolia." A very curious rose from Ullapool,
which I half thought might be a form, of B. decipiens, is
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commented on by Rev. Moyle Rogers thus : " This puzzles
me greatly. Can it be R. Bakeri, which I do not under-
stand ? The strongly hooked prickles seem against it.
Those long, narrow leaflets seem to me to put decipiens
out of court." M. Crepin would rather refer it to R. corii-
folia, of which he " thinks it is a form with pubescent
petioles, and slightly glandular pedicels." In the Rep.
Rec. Club, 1884-86, Mr. C. Bailey records R. marginata,
Wallr., from opposite the hotel at Gairlocli. This is
probably not correct, since the true marginata, which is a
hybrid of R. gallica, is not likely to be British. It is
doubtful whether we have the true plant in Britain. The
var. Watson occurred at Jeantown.
* R. RUI3IGINOSA, L.—Kinlochewe and Applecross. I
am not quite convinced of the indigenity of this rose in
the county.
(PyRus ARIA, SM.—In Dixon's list, erroneously named,
or planted. Davidson says it is rare by Loch Carron.)
* P. AUCUPARIA, L.--Native ; not uncommon. Strome,
Kinloch ewe, etc.
* P. MALUS, L.—Strome, Dundonnell, etc. ; possibly
native.
* CRATAEGUS OXYACANTHA, L.—Possibly native. Dornie,
Jeantown, Applecross.
* SAXIFRAGA OPPOSITIFOLIA, L.—Rare. A Glas-bheine,
in Kintail, Ben Eay.
* S. STELLARIS, L.—Rather common, as on the Slioch,
Sgurr Fhuaran, Meall Gorm, and An Teallach. A very
large form on the rocky bed of a stream which descends
from Ben Eay. On Sgurr na Caorach a form was found
similar to the plants met with on Aonach Mhor in Wester-
ness, that is with a leafy stem and without the basal rosette
of leaves. As in the former case it was associated with
Epilobium alpinum, and Bartramia. It is a form, not a
variety, induced by shade and the drip from moist over-
hanging rocks.
* S. AIZOIDES, L.—Abundant, and usually as the plant
with ciliate leaves (S. autumnalis, L.). Flowers with
various tints of orange have been seen, but the dark
orange-brown flowered plant which is found in Norway has
not been observed.
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* S. HYPNOIDES, L.---Rather rare. On A Glas-bheine,.
and on Meall Gorm. I also saw this plant in a rocky
piece of ground opposite the mansion-house of Kishorn,
where it was probably planted.
CHRYSOSPLENIUM OPPOSITIFOLIUM, L.—Not rare, Loch
Beag side, Talladale, Applecross, Jeantown, etc.
(C. ALTERNIFOLIUM L.—In Dixon's list only.)
* PARNASSIA PALUSTRIS, L.—Moilan, Gairloch.
: RIBES GROSSULARIA, L.—Strome, Jeantown, etc., not
native.
: R. RUBRUM, L.—Near Ullapool; an escape from cultiva-
tion.
: R. NIGRUM, L.—Near Braemore ; sown by birds, but
fruiting freely,
SEDUM ROSEUM, SCOp. (RHODIOLA ROSEA).—Plentiful
the precipices about the Falls of Glomak, also seen on
mountains in Strathcarron, on An Teallach, in the Beallach
na bo Pass, and on Slioch. Davidson says it occurs on
Baios Bhein, Gairloch.
S. TELEPHIUM, L.—"Not common, Gairloch" (Davidson).
A doubtful native.
S. ANGLICUM, L.—Common on the low rocks near the
sea. Davidson says it is rare at Gairloch.
* S. ACRE, L.—Kinlochewe, and certainly native at
Applecross, where a large form was seen.
: S. REFLEXUM, L.—In a rocky plantation opposite the
mansion-house of Kishorn. This and S. glaucum (whatever
that may be) are given in Dixon's list.
* DROSERA ROTUNDIFOLIA, L.—Abundant, and in the
sunny summer of 1893 in plentiful flower.
* D. OBOVATA, Mert. and Koch.—In several localities in
Glen Torridon, by Loch Coulin, Loch Maree, and in Kintail.
I now think it is a hybrid of D. rotundifolia and anglica.
D. ANGLICA, Huds.—Gairloch (Davidson). Rather com-
mon in the wetter bogs, and in many places even more
plentiful than D. rotundifolia, and, like that plant, profusely
flowering in 1893.
	
(D. LONGIFOLIA, L. D. INTERMEDIA,	 The
reference in " Scottish Naturalist," 1891, p. 186, to the
	
occurrence of this species is a misprint for
	 obovata.)
* MYRIOPHYLLUM ALTERNIFOLIUM, Da—Loch Maree,
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River Carron, Loch Conlin, Loch Achall, and common in
most of the fresh water lochs.
(CALLITRICHE VERNA.—A misnomer in the Applecross list.)
*C. STAGNALIS, Scop.—Common ; and as the var. platy-
carpa.
* C. HAMULATA, Kuetz.—In a pool near Loch Alsh ; a
drawn-out form in Loch Achall ; in a pool near the summit
level of the Beallach na bo Pass, at about 2000 feet ; and
as a small condensed form in Loch a Mhuilinn.
EPILOBIUM ANGUSTIFOLIUM, L.—Given in the Applecross
list, and also in Dixon's list of Gairloch plants. On the
Cnochan rocks, undoubtedly native.
* E. PARVIFLORUM, Schreb.—On the limestone pavement,
and in other places about Applecross ; and about Kishorn,
also on limestone.
* E. MONTANUM, L.—Not uncommon ; and as the var.
minor, Haussn., at Kinlochewe and Inverlael ; and as the
hybrid E. montanum x obscurum at Kinlochewe and Ullapool.
* E. OBSCURUM, Schreb.—Not rare. Strome, Kishorn,
Kinlochewe, Dundonnell, Braemore, etc.; and rather common
about Applecross as the upright plant, which suggests E.
tetragonum ; also as the hybrid obscurum x palustre at Apple-
cross and Kinlochewe. E. obscurum x parviflorum was also
seen at Kinlochewe.
* E. PALUSTRE, L.—Abundant, and as the var. fontanum,
in the Beallach na bo Pass.
E. ALPINUM, L.—Rather rare. Mountains near Little
Loch Broom (Dr. Lightfoot). I saw it on An Teallach,
and in the Beallach na bo Pass, on the Slioch, and on Ben
Eay and Lieuthgoch.
(E. ALSINIEFOLIUM, Vill.—Given in Dixon's list, and I
have an impression that I saw it on Ben Eay, but it
should be verified.)
CIRC/EA ALPINA, L.—At the foot of the mountains about
Loch Broom (Dr. Lightfoot). Still there, and not un-
frequent by Loch Maree, on the sea beach at Applecross,
about Dundonnell, and in Strathcarron. On the shore of
Loch Maree it was very dwarfed.
* HYDROCOTYLE VULGARIS, L.—Not at all common. By
Loch Maree, and as the floating form. In 1893 I only
noticed it at Applecross.
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* SANICULA EUROPYEA, L.—Strome, Loch Maree side,
Ullapool, Jeantown, Applecross, etc.
: /EGOPODIUM PODAGRARIA, L.—Near habitations at
Jeantown, Ullapool, and Applecross.
APIUM NODIFLORUM, Reichb.—Gairloch (Davidson).
CONOPODIUM DENUDATUM, Koch.—Locally common.
MYRRHIS ODORATA, Scop.—In Dixon's list, how far
naturalised I cannot say, as I have not seen it in the
county.
* CILEROPHYLLUM TEMULUM, L.—Rare. Loch Duich side,
and near Jeantown, a doubtful native.
CICUTA VIROSA, L.—Glen Shiel (Davidson). I saw
CEnanthe crocata there ; but Cicuta occurs in the Hebrides,
so the record may be correct.
* SCANDIX PECTEN-VENERIS, L.—Colonist, or perhaps not
more than a casual. A few specimens near Strathcarron.
Dixon gives it in his list.
* ANTHRISCUS SYLVESTRIS, Hoffm.—Very local. So far
as my observation goes, it is confined to the limestone of
Kishorn and Applecross. Dixon gives it in his list, but I
have not seen it by Loch Maree.
(CRITHMUM MARITIMUM, L.—Given, like so many other
plants in Dixon's list, on, I am afraid, very slender evidence.
Probably Salicornia was meant.)
* ENANTHE CROCATA, L.—Local. Loch Duich and Loch
Alsh, near Ullapool, and at Applecross and Kishorn not
unfrequent.
(CE. LACHENALII, Gmel.—Gairloch (Davidson.)
* ATHUSA CYNAPIUM, L.—Colonist or casual. Rare.
Between Jeantown and Strathcarron, and at Kishorn. In
Dixon's list.
(MEUM AnumANTicum, Jacq.—Only in Dixon's list.)
LIGUSTICUM SCOTICUM, L.—Given in the Applecross and
Gairloch lists. I only saw it on a small tract of sand near
Polglas, in Coigach.
* ANGELICA SYLVESTRIS, L.—Common, and widely dis-
tributed.
* HERACLEUM SPHONDYLIUM, L.—Attadale, Applecross,
etc.
DAUCUS CAROTA, L.—In the Applecross list. It is
apparently scarce. I saw it on the small tract of sand
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144	 TRANSACTIONS AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE [SEES. LVIII.
near Polglass. It is probably the D. maritimus of Mr.
Dixon's list.
* CAUCALIS ANTHRISCUS, .Huds.—About Jeantown and
Applecross ; rare.
* HEDERA HELIX, L.—Rare. On the Slioch, Strath-
carron. Native.
(LnnTN,EA BOREALIS, L.—In one of the islands in Loch
Maree (Davidson). Needs confirmation.)
:* SAMBUCUS NIGRA, L.—Strome, Jeantown, etc. ; a very
doubtful native.
* VIBURNUM OPULUS, L.—Seen by me at Strome and
Kinlochewe in 1880, but accidentally omitted from my
list. Recorded in ed. ii. of " Topographical Botany " on
the authority of Mr. Stables. I have seen it near Ulla-
pool, Applecross, and Kishorn.
* ADOXA MOSCHATELLINA, L.—Very rare. Cnochan
rocks, 1894.
* LONICERA PERICLYMENUM, L.—On the slopes of Slioch,
at Ullapool, Strathcarron, etc. Not uncommon
CORNUS SUECICA, L.—Loch Broom mountains (Light-
foot), plentiful on Slioch, also on An Teallach and in
Strathcarron.
GALIUM BOREALE, L.—" Topographical Botany " (G. C.
Smith).—Sgurr Fhuaran, Beallachnabo, An Teallach, Ben
More, Rhidorroch, etc.
* G. VERUM, L.—Local, and absent from a large area of
the county. It was not unfrequent on the shingle at
Ullapool, at Applecross, and in a few localities at Strath-
carron. On the limestone near Loch Achall, and at Kishorn.
* GI HERCYNICUM, Weig. (G. saxatile, L. Sp. Pl. ed. ii., not
of ed. i.).—Very common. An unusually large form at
Dundonnell.
:* G. ERECTUM, Huds.—In a grass field near Strath-
carron ; possibly introduced with grass seeds.
* G. PALUSTRE, L.—Rather common. Var. Witheringii,
Sm., at Braemore, etc. A small, thick-leaved form
occurred on shingle at Torridon ; it is probably the var.
mierophyllum, Lange.
(G. ULIGINOSUM, L.—In Dixon's list.)
* G. APARINE, L.—Rather rare. Strome, Ullapool, Apple-
cross.
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* ASPERULA ODORATA, L.—Strome, Ullapool, Jeantown,
1)undonnell.
SHERARDIA ARVENSIS, L.—Strome Ferry (E. F. Linton).
Probably a colonist or casual. Also at Kinlochewe. See
Journ. Bot., 1888, p. 21, as the type plant, not the var.
Wallravenii.
(VALERIANA DIOICA, L. — In Dixon's list. Almost
certainly an error.)
V. OFFICINALIS, L.—Common as the var. sambucifolia.
It is especially abundant about the ravine of Braemore,
and is also found at a considerable elevation on mountain
cliffs.
SCABIOSA SUCCISA, L.—Common, and generally dis-
tributed, ascending to nearly 3000 feet.
(S. COLUMBARIA, L.—Given in the Applecross and in
Dixon's list of Gairloch plants ; in both cases probably a
misnomer.)
: S. ARVENSIS, L.—Very rare, and probably a casual or
colonist, as at Dornie and Kinlochewe.
SOLIDAGO VIRGAUREA, L.—Abundant, and generally
distributed. The var. cambrica (Huds.) is also frequent.
The var. angustifolia, Gaudin, also occurs, as on. Slioch, and
in very fine condition by the river at the head of Loch
Broom.
* BELLIS PERENNIS, L.—Not uncommon.
* ASTER TRIPOLIUM, L.—Loch Torridon (Journ. Bot.,
1888, p. 21), Strathcarron, Jeantown, and Applecross.
One or two specimens of the form discoidea also were seen.
ANTENNARIA DIOICA, Br. (" Topographical Botany," Ch.
Babington).—Not uncommon. The var. pedicellata occurred
on mountains by Strathcarron, etc.
* GNAPHALIUM ULIGINOSUM, L.—Rare. Kishorn.
* G. SYLVATICUM, L.--Courthill, Kishorn. Rare.
G. SUPINUM, L.—Not common. On Sgurr Fhuaran,
Beinn Fhada, Beallach na bo, Beinn Eigh.
* ACHILLEA MILLEFOLIUM, L.—Common, and generally
distributed. The var. ram at Kishorn, and a very downy
form in Glen Bianasdail.
* A. PTARMICA, L.—Common, and widely distributed.
CHRYSANTHEMUM SEGET UM, L.—Locally abundant in
corn fields, but probably introduced at no very distant period.
TRANS. BOT. SOC. EDIN. VOL XX.
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146	 TRANSACTIONS AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE [SEss. LUIZ.
* C. LEUCANTHEMUM, L.—Not common. Attadale, Ulla-
pool, Applecross, and Kishorn, etc.
MATRICARIA INODORA, L.—Common, and as a very
large flowered plant.
(M. CHAMOMILLA, L.—Given in Dixon's list.)
: TANACETUM VULGARE, L.—Side of Gairloch (Dr. Light-
foot). Given in Dixon's list. I saw it as a garden escape
at Jeantown.
(ANTHEMIS MARITIMA, L., is given in Dixon's list; probably
Matricaria inodora was intended.)
(ARTEMISIA ABSINTHIUM, L.—Given in the Applecross
list, but very likely A: vulgaris was mistaken for it. If
the former really occurred it was not a native.)
* TUSSILAGO FARFARA, L.—Not common. Kinlochewe,
Dundonnell, Ullapool, Kishorn, etc.
* PETASITES OFFICINALIS, Mcench.—Rare. South side of
Loch Duich.
: DORONICUM PARDALIANCHES, L. — Shiel. A garden
straggler.
SENECIO VULGARIS, L.—Not common. Kinlochewe,
Ullapool, Jeantown, etc.
* S. SYLVATICUS, L.—Local and rather rare. Often on
cottage roofs at Ullapool and Jeantown.
•* S. JACOBLEA, L.—Very common. A short-rayed form
also occurred.
S. AQUATICUS, Huds.—Common.
( ? ARCTIUM MAJUS, Schk.—In the Applecross list. My
Torridon plant was a form of intermedium.)
A. INTERMEDIUM, Lange.—Kinlochewe, Torridon, and
Jeantown.
A. MINUS, Schk.—Mollan, Ullapool, Jeantown.
(CARDUUS NUTANS, L.—In Dixon's list. Probably an
error.)
* CNICUS LANCEOLATUS, Willd. Abundant. The var.
nemorale, Reichb., occurred at Kinlochewe.
* C. PALUSTRIS, Willd.—Abundant. Sometimes with
whitish flowers.
C. HETEROPHYLLUS, Willd.—Not very common. Loch
Maree side, Ullapool, etc. See " Top. Rot.," ed. i.
* C. ARVENSIS, Willd.—Common, and occasionally with
white flowers.	 The var. mitis, Koch., was seen at
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Jeantown, and the var. horriclus, Koch., at Strathcarron,
Kishorn, etc.
SAUSSUREA ALPINA, DC.—Rare. On Sgurr Fhuaran, Sgurr
Da Caorach. No personal authority for this plant is given
in "Topographical Botany." The flowers have a powerful
heliotrope odour.
* CENTAUREA NIGRA, L.—Common, and widely distri-
buted.
* C. CYA.NUS, L.—Rare, and perhaps only a casual. Kin-
lochewe. Dixon gives it in his list of Gairloch plants.
* LAPSANA COMMUNIS, L.—In scattered localities through
the county, and indubitably native. A more pubescent
form was found on the shingle at Ullapool.
* CREPIS VIRENS, L.—Strome, Ullapool, Applecross, etc.
The var. agrestis, Kit., occurred at Ullapool and Jeantown.
Dixon gives a tectorion, L., as well as C. virens in his list,
but C. tectorunl is not a British plant.
*C. PALUDOSA, Mcench.—Common, and widely distri-
buted.
* HIERACIUM PILOSELLA, L.—Not common. North side
of Loch Duich.
H. MELANOCEPHALUM, Tausch. (H. alpinu2n, L.).--Ben
Eay. Rare. The specimens were much over flower.
* H. HOLOSERICEUM, Backh.—Rare. Ben Ray.
(?* H. GLOBOSUM, Backh.—Some specimens of apparently
this species occurred on Ben Eay, but they were too far
gone over to be identified with certainty.)
* H. CHRYSANTHUM, Backh.—On Ben Eay, Sgurr Fhuaran,
An Teallach, etc.
* H. EXIMIUM, Backh., var. TENELLUM, Backh.—Ben Ray.
Rare. Specimens much gone over, of what were probably
the type plant, were seen on Ben Eay.
* H. LINGULATUM, Backh.—A rather frequent montane
hawkweed, as on Ben Ray, the Slioch, An Teallach, Meall
Gorm, Sgurr na Caorach, etc. It reached nearly 3000
feet on the Slioch.
* H. NIGRESCENS, Willd.—Ben Eay and the Slioch.
* H. ANGLICUM, Fr.—Common on the mountains, and in
the ravines in sub-alpine districts. Var. longibracteatum,
Hanb.--Loch Broom side near Ullapool, and Beallach na ho.
H. iRicum, Fr.—Apparently rare or local, and only
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noticed by me on the limestone, as at Kishorn ; by the river
in the limestone gorge at Ullapool; and on the Cnochan
rocks.
(? H, PALLIDUM, Fr.—A plant, in seed, of what is probably
this species was seen by the river north of Ullapool.)
* H. MURORUM, L.—Not uncommon, as at Strome, Ulla-
pool, Braemore, Dundonnell, Kishorn, Jeantown, etc. A
very handsome form occurred by the ravine of Braemore.
Var. ciliatuni, Almq.--Beallach na bo Pass.
* H. CAESIUM, Fr.—Spurr Fhuaran. The specimen was so
named by Boswell Syme.
* H. VULGATUM, Fr.—Abundant, and generally distributed.
* H. RUBICUNDUM, Hanb.—Near Ullapool.
* H. DURICEPS, Hanb.—Strathearron, but scarcely typical.
* H. SPARSIFOLIUM, Lindb.—Rare. By the river Broom
at the head of Loch Broom ; and the form with blotched
leaves " f. aberrans cruentata."
* H. CROCATUM, Fr.—North side of Loch Duich, near
Loch Torridon.
* H. AURATUM, Fries.—Banks of the river at Ullapool,
and by the river Carron.
* H. RETICULATUM, Lindb.—Rare. By the river at
Ullapool.
* H. EUPATORIUIVI, Griseb.—By the stream at Applecross,
a form approaching H. reticulatum.
*H. PRAILONGUM, Lindb.—Rare. By a stream near
Kinlochewe.
* HYPOCHJERIS RADICATA, L.—Abundant and variable.
As I came down the Beallach na bo Pass, I saw across the
bay of Kishorn a bright band of yellow flowers below the
mansion-house; since I could not understand what it was I
visited the place, and found it to be caused by a quantity
of Hypochceris, which grew at the junction of the limestone.
with a bed of clay.
LEONTODON AUTUMNALIS, L.—Abundant ; var. pratensis,,
Koch., also common. A form with deeply cut leaves
occurred by the roadside near Broom and also at Dun-
donnell. The form with woolly involucres is by no means
confined to the mountains, it grew by the sea near Ulla-
pool. The alpine form, with black, woolly involucres, is
common on the higher mountains.
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TARAXACUM OFFICINALE, Web.—Common. Var. palustre,
DC., not unfrequent.
SONCHUS OLERACEUS, L.—Loch Carron side, Kin-
lochewe,
* S. ASPER, All.—A very prickly form grew on the shingle
at Ullapool, it is probably the var. pinnatifidus, Peterm.
* S. ARVENSIS, L.—Rare, and probably only a colonist.
Dornie and Dundonuell.
LOBELIA DORTMANNA, L.—See " Topographical Botany."
Not rare in the lochs, as Achall,, Clare, etc.
(? WAHLENBERGIA HEDERACEA, Reichb.—Given as a
doubtful native in Dixon's list. Was it rightly named ?)
( CAMPANULA RAPUNCULOIDES, L.—Included in Dixon's
list.)
* C. ROTUNDIFOLIA, L.—Very rare, and local. Kintail,
v. s. Not seen about Ullapool, Strathcarron, or Applecross.
* VACCINIUM OXYCOCCOS, L.—Very rare, moorland above
Loch Long. The cranberry is given in Dixon's list.
* V. VITIS-ID2EA, L.—Not uncommon, as on the lower
slopes of Slioch, Ben More, Braemore, etc. This is the
" cranberry " of northern Scotland.
V. ULIGINOSUM, L.—Loch Broom mountains (Lightfoot).
On Sgurr Fhuaran, An Teallach, in good flower, Ben Eay,
Meall Gorm, and probably occurs on most of the higher
mountains.
* V. MYRTILLUS, L.—Not uncommon.
ARCTOSTAI'HYLOS ALP1NA, Spreng.—" To the South Of
Little Loch Broom, and between that lake and Loch Mari,
Coygach, Bennaish " (Lightfoot). I have found this plant
in many situations between 1600 and 2000 feet on the
rather bare and exposed shoulders of mountains, as on Ben
Eay, An Teallach, and on the mountains on the northern
side of Strathcarron, where it was very profuse on one
ridge at about 2000 feet, but quite burnt up by the hot
sun of the abnormal year 1893 ; it was associated with
Loiseleuria procumbens.
* A. UVA-URSI, Spreng.—Lieuthgoch, Ben Eay, Slioch,
An Teallach, etc. Var. angustifolia, a form with much
narrower leaves, occurred on An Teallach.
* CALLUNA ERICA, DC.,—Too abundant ; ground covered
with heather or bracken afford little variety of plants to
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the botanist. The var. incana also occurs. The form with
white flowers was rather common on the lower slopes of
Ben Eay and in one of the Summer islands.
* ERICA TETRALIX, L.—Abundant on the moorlands and
bogs, also with white flowers.
* E. CINEREA, L.—Common, rarely with white flowers,
as in Glen Torridon.
LO ISE LEURIA PROCUMBENS, Desv.—" Topographical
Botany ;" see also Murray's "Northern Flora, Hills of
Ross-shire " (G. C. Smith). It is rather frequent on the
higher hills, as Sgurr Fhuaran, An Teallach, etc.
* PYROLA MEDIA, Sw.—Glenelg, v. sp.
P. MINOR, L. (" Topographical Botany ").—Doubtless on
the authority of Lightfoot, who records it from Little Loch
Broom. Dixon includes it in his list.
P. SECUNDA, L.—Recorded by Lightfoot " from a wood
called Ca-buch . . . , near Little Loch Broom, and about
Loch Mari." 1 found it on some limestone rocks by the
river Ullapool.
* ARIVIERIA MARITIMA, Willd.—Common on the coast in
many places, also on the higher hills, as Meall Gorm, An
Teallach. A small, narrow-leaved form was seen near
Applecross, but it was not A. sibirica, Turc. On the
Slioch the var. planifolia occurred.
'' PRIMULA ACAULIS, L.—Not unfrequent in the wooded
straths.
* LYSEVIACTI IA NEMORUM, L.—Loch Maree side, Braemore,
Applecross, Dundonnell, etc.
TRIENTALIS EUROR/EA, L.—Mentioned in Dixon's list.
It is a plant which is very likely to be found, but it must
be very local, as so far it has eluded me. My journeys
have been made rather late in the year.
* GLAUX MARITIMA, L.—In many places on the coast, as
by Loch Torridon, Loch Carron, Applecross, and Ullapool.
ANAGALLIS TENELLA, L.—Given in the Applecross
and Gairloch lists. It must be local, since I have not
observed it.
* FRAXINUS EXCELSIOR, L.—Not rare, and undoubtedly
native.
: LIGUSTRUM VULGARE, L.—Probably planted, as at
Strome, etc.
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* GENTIANA AMARELLA, L. (" Topographical Botany ").—
Apparently rare. On the limestone near Loch Dearg as
a branched form, the f. multicaulis, Lange.
* G. CAMPESTRIS, L.—Local and rare. Near Loch
Torridon.
* MENYANTHES TRIFOLIATA, L.—Loch Maree, Ullapool,
Applecross, etc.
( ? SYMPIIYTUM OFFICINALE, L.—Given in the Applecross
list ; if correctly named it is probably only an escape from
cultivation.)
: S. PEREGRINUM, Led.—The fodder plant which has been
thus named occurred as a straggler from cultivation near
I nverlael.
* LYCOPSIS ARVENSIS, L.—In cultivated ground at Dun-
donnell and Ullapool.
* MERTENSIA MARITIMA, Gray.—Side of Loch Duich, v. s.
Given in Dixon's list.
* MYOSOTIS MARITIMA, Fries. (M. ccespitosa, Schultz.).—
Common.
M. REPENS, Don.—Near Kinlochewe (C. Bailey, .in the
Rep. of Record Club, 1883). Strathcarron, Applecross,
Duncraig.
( ? M. PALUSTRIS, With., is given in the Applecross list.
It may possibly be correct, but more likely is a misnomer
for M. ccespitosa or M. repens.)
* M. SCORPIOIDES, L. (M. arvensis, Roth.).—Kinlochewe,
Ullapool, Applecross, Jeantown, etc.
* M. COLLINA, Roth. (M. hispida, Schlecht.),—Kinlochewe,
Ullapool.
It VERSICOLOR, Roth.—Not uncommon. The var.
Balbisiana, Jord., with all the flowers yellow, occurred at
Luba v adie.
: VOLVULUS SEPTUM, Jung.—On the shingle about Jean-
town, principally as the var. colorata (Lange). Most likely
of garden origin.
: ATROPA BELLADONNA, L.—Given in Dixon's list. It is
stated in Anderson's " Guide to the Highlands and Islands
of Scotland " to grow in one of the islands in Loch Maree.
It is not native.
: LINARIA CYMBALARIA, L.—On a wall in Ullapool,
planted.
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(SCROPHULARIA AQUATICA, L.—Given in Dixon's list ;
doubtless an error.)
* S. NODOSA, L.—Achnashellach, Kinlochewe, Inverlael,
Applecross, Dundonnell, Duncraig, etc.
: MIMULUS LUTEUS, DC.—In the Gairloch list. The var.
guttatus, DC., I found by a small stream near Lienassie,
and not near any houses.
* DIGITALIS PURPUREA, L—Widely distributed.
(VERONICA REDERNEoLIA, L.—Given in Dixon's list. So
far I have not seen it.)
V. DIDYMA, Ten. ( V. polita, Fries.). -- Jeantown.
Colonist or casual.
*V. AGRESTIS, L.—Kinlochewe, near Ullapool, in the
latter locality in two forms.
* V. ARVENSIS, L.—Rather rare. Loch Broom side, Kin-
lochewe, Strome.
* V. SERPYLLIFOLIA, L.—Not uncommon.
* V. HUMIFUSA, Dicks.--A Glas-Bheine. Also on the
Slioch.
*V. OFFICINALIS, L.—Glen Docharty, Kishorn, Brae-
more, not uncommon.
* V. CHAM,EDRYS. L.—Common.
* V. SCUTELLATA, L.—Loch Clare, Ullapool, Applecross,
etc., but always as the glabrous plant.
* V. ANAGALLIS-AQUATICA, L.—Rare. Only noticed at
Kishorn, near Courthill, as the var. anagalliformis, Boreau,
which has the inflorescence covered with glandular hairs.
* V. BECCABUNGA, L.—Rather rare. Dornie, Ullapool,
Jeantown, and Applecross. The flowers appear to be
rather deeper in tint than those of the Midland plant.
*EuRRRAsil OFFICINALIS, L.--The aggregate plant is
common. Var. Rostkoviana, Hayne, f. borealis, Towns-
end.—Glen Torridon, Ullapool, Applecross, etc. Koch in
Synopsis Fl., Germ., ed. ii., reduced E. Rostkoviana to var.
pratensis. Var. gracilis, Fries.—Glen Bianasdail, also at
Slattadale (see Rep. of Rec. Club (C. Bailey), 1883).
* BARTSIA ODONTITES, Huds.—Loch Duich, Jeantown,
Applecross, and Kishorn. Local, and always as the var.
Odontites verna, Reichb.
* PEDICULARIS PALUSTRIS, L.—Common.
* P. SYLVATICA, L.—Common. I saw it flourishing on
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the turf-covered top of a wall by Braemore. The white-
flowered form was not uncommon on the moorland near
the Falls of Glomak.
MELAMPYRUM PRATENSE, L.—Loch Maree side, Braemore,
Dundonnell, Drumroonie, etc., but not so common in
Western Ross as in some of the other Scotch counties.
The var. montanum, Johnston, occurred on An Teallach, etc.
(? M. SYLVATICUM, L.—Doubtfully recorded by me from
a wooded rock near Strome, but it may have been a
yellow-flowered form of .71f. pratense, i.e. var. Mans. Dixon
records it in his list of Gairloch plants.)
* RHINANTHUS CRISTA-GALLI, L.—Not uncommon, and
usually as the var. angustifolia, Koch. The mountain form,
var. Drummond-Hayi, Buch. White, occurred on the Slioch,
An Teallach, etc.
OROBANCHE RUBRA, Sm. (O. Epithymunz, DC.).—In an
island near the mainland at Gairloch (Bowman) in " New
Botanical Guide." It is included in the Gairloch list.
* UTRICULARIA NEGLECTA, Lehm. — Rare. In Loch
a IVIhuilinn.
* U. MINOR, L.—With the above, not in flower.
U. INTERMEDIA, Hayne.—In " Topographical Botany "
(Churchill Babington). I saw it in Glen Torridon.
* PINGUICULA VULGARIS, L. — Common. The var.
alpieola, Reichb., which is a very large-flowered form with
more contiguous petals, occurred on the north-western
slopes of A Glas-bheine, in Kintail. Boswell Syme said
he had never seen any British specimen like it before.
P. LUSITANICA, L.—Recorded in Hooker's " Flora Scotica "
and " New Botanical Guide." It is not rare. It occurs in
Gairloch, Kintail, Ullapool, etc.
(MENTHA LONGIFOLIA, Huds. (111: sylvestris, L.), is given in
Dixon's list. An almost certain error.)
: M. VIRIDIS, L.—On the beach at Jeantown as an out-
cast from gardens.
(M. PIPERITA, Huds. — Another misnomer, which is
recorded in the Gairloch list.)
M. HIRSUTA, Huds.—Glen Docharty, Ullapool, Apple-
cross, Kishorn, etc.
* M. SATIVA, L.—Rare. Applecross. It is given in
Dixon's list, but probably not correct.
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* M. ARVENSIS, L.—Loch Duich side. Rare.
* LYCOPUS EUROPAUS, L.—Kintail, 18 8 O.
THYMUS SERPYLLUM, L.—Common, and generally dis-
tributed. The so-called var. prostatvm, Hornem., Glen
Torridon, 1886 (teste, Mr. Arth. Bennett). I saw it in the
Beallach na bo Pass, it is probably not uncommon.
(NEPETA CATARIA, L.—Another of the misnomers of the
Gairloch list).
N. GLECHOMA, Benth.—Ullapool, Applecross, Dun-
donnell, not common.
* SCUTELLARIA GALERICULATA, L.—Strome, Jeantown, and
Applecross. The flowers are rather more brightly blue
than those of our Midland plant, the calyx is densely hairy.
* PRUNELLA VULGARIS, L.—Common. The flowers are
distinctly larger than those of our Midland plants.
* STACHYS PALUSTRIS, L.—Not uncommon. The var.
caneseens, Lange., occurred at Kinlochewe and Ullapool, in
corn fields.
S. AMBIGUA, Sm.--Near Jeantown (Hooker's " Flora
Scotica "). I gathered it in very fine condition in Jeantown,
growing with both the assumed parents, in 1893.
* S. SYLVATICA, L.—Not common. Kinlochewe, Apple-
cross, and Jeantown.
S. ARVENSIS, L.—Found by Mr. Ewing in 1887. It
was rather plentiful in a few corn fields and garden ground
at Ullapool.
GALEOPSIS SPECIOSA, Mill.—Discovered by Churchill
Babington, and included in Dixon's list, but I have not
seen it in the county.
* G. TETRAHIT, L.—Dornie, Kinlochewe, Ullapool, Dun-
donnell, Applecross, Jeantown, etc. The var. bifida, Bcenn.,
is also not rare, or rather is the prevailing plant.
* LAMIUM AMPLEXICAULE, L.—Rare. Coulna Craig,
Ullapool.
* L. INTERMEDIUM, Fries.—Not uncommon.
* L. PURPUREUM, L.—Rare. Dornie, Strathcarron. Dixon
also includes it in his list.
(L. ALBUM, L.—Given in Dixon's list, but probably a
misnomer—a white-flowered form of intermedium may have
been mistaken for it).
* TEUCRIUM SCORODONIA, L.—Common.
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AJUGA REPTANS, L.—Not uncommon. Kinlochewe,
Strathcarron, Jeantown, Applecross, etc.
(A. PYRAMIDALIS, L.—Given in Dixon's list, and it is a
likely plant to occur).
* PLANTAGO MAJOR, L.—Common, often as the var. P.
intermedia, Gilib.
* P. LANCEOLATA, L.—Common and variable. As the
var. capitata, Presl., and var. repens, Lange, on rocks near
Jeantown ; and the var. criophylla, Dime.
*P. MARITIMA, L.—Common, not only by the coast, but
also inland, and ascending to a considerable height on the
hills. Two or three forms occur, one of them the var.
pygnicea, Lange.
P. CORONOPUS, L. — Found by Mr. Ewing in 1887 ;
it is also included in the Gairloch list, but so far I have
not met with it.
* LITTORELLA JUNCEA, Bergh.—Not uncommon by the
loch borders, as in Loch Maree, Mhuilinn, Achall, etc.
* SCLERANTHUS ANNUUS, L.—Kinlochewe. Rare, and
only a colonist or casual, so far as my observation goes.
* CHENOPODIUM ALBUM, L.—Not uncommon in cultivated
fields and waste places. The var. C. candicans, Lamk. (var.
incanum, Mod. Tand.), was seen at Ullapool, Strathcarron,
etc. The var. C. paganism, Reichb. (var. cymosum, Chev.),
also occurred at Ullapool, Dundonnell, Jeantown, etc.
(? C. MURALE and C. uRBicum, L., are erroneous records
given in Dixon's list.)
* C. BONUS-HENRICUS, L.—Rare. Dornie, not far from
houses.
* ATRIPLEX PATULA, L.—In cultivated ground, as at
Jeantown, Ullapool, etc. Var. angustifolia (Sm.). Ap-
parently rare, Ullapool.
* A, HASTATA, L.—Strome and Ullapool.
A. BABINGTONII, Bab.--Very common as a shore weed,
and often as the var. virescens, Lange, as at Torridon, Ulla-
pool, Loch Broom.
SALICORNIA HERBACEA, L. — Found by Mr. Ewing in
1887. Plentiful by Loch Carron below Jeantown, also
seen at Applecross.
SUEDA MARITIMA, Dum.—Recorded from Loch Broom by
Lightfoot as Chenopodiura maritimum. It also occurs by
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156	 TRANSACTIONS AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE [SEES. Lunt.
Loch Carron as the var. erecta, Moq. Tand., and as the var.
vulgaris, Moq. Tand. The latter is the more frequent
form. Applecross, Kishorn, and Little Loch Broom also
yield it.
(SALSOLA KALI, L.—Given in Dixon's list, and very
likely to occur.)
* POLYGONUM CONVOLVULUS, L.—Rare, and little more
than a casual. Kinlochewe. It is also marked in Dixon's
list.
* P. AVICULARE, L.—Not uncommon. The varieties
agrestinum, vulgatum, arenastrum, rurivagum, and litorale
have been noticed by me in the county.
(P. MARITIMUM, L.—Is given in Dixon's list, evidently
in error, a maritime form or variety of aviculare having
doubtless been mistaken for it.)
P. HYDROPIPER, L.—Rather common.
* P. PERSICARIA, L.—Widely distributed.
* P. LAPATHIFOLIUM, L.—In several corn fields, as at
Ullapool, Dornie, Kinlochewe, Jeantown, Applecross, etc.
* P. AMPHIBIUM, L.—Rare. The land form at Dornie
alone noticed.
P. VIVIPARUM, L.—Given in Dixon's list, but this
common plant of sub-alpine pastures I did not see till
1894, when I found it on the Cnochau rocks.
OXYRIA DIGYNA, Hill.—On many of the higher hills,
and often brought down by mountain streams to low levels.
I have seen it on Sgurr Fhuaran, An Teallach, Meall Gorm,
the Slioch Beinn Eigh (Ben Eay), on the sea-beach at
Applecross, and near Duncraig Castle, close to the sea-level.
' RUMEX CONGLOMERATUS, Murr.—Scattered through the
county.
R. OBTUSIFOLIUS, L.—About houses, as at Strathcarron,
Jeantown, Dornie, Ullapool, Achnashellach.
*R. ACUTUS, L.—Rare. Strathcarron.
* R. ciusPus, L.—Common. As the var. trigranulatus
(Syme), at Jeantown and Ullapool.
* R. DOMESTICUS, Hartm.—Local, occurs in the neighbour-
hood of the station at Strathcarron, with a plant which is
probably B. propinquus, Aresch.
* R. CONSPERSUS, Hartm.—Strathcarron.
B. ACETOSA, L.—Common, and widely distributed.
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R. ACETOSELLA, L.—Common, and generally dis-
tributed.
* EUPHORBIA HELIOSCOPIA, L.—Rare, and only a colonist.
Kinlochewe, Dundonnell.
* E. PEPLUS, L.—Colonist. Garden ground at Kinlochewe
and Strathcarron.
MERCURIALIS PERENNIS, L.—Rare. Kintail.
* ULMUS CAMPESTRIS, L. (U. montana, Sm.).—Probably
native. Loch Duich, Strathcarron, Applecross, and Dun-
donnell.
* U. suBERosA, Ehrh Planted in many places.
URTICA DIOICA, L.—Usually about houses ; widely
distributed.
U. URENS, L.—Recorded by Mr. Ewing in 18 8 7. Common
about Ullapool and Jeantown.
* MYRICA. GALE, L.—Common.
* BETULA ALBA, L.—Not uncommon. Loch Duich, Kin-
lochewe, Applecross, etc.
* B. GLUTINOSA, Fries. 	 oclorata, Bechst.). —In the
Straths. Var. parvifolict, Wimm.—Kinlochewe, Strath-
carron, Rhidorroch.
( ? B. NANA, L.—Loch Glass (Dr. Lightfoot). Loch Glass
is, however, in East Ross. It is included in Dixon's list,
and is given in " Topographical Botany " without personal
voucher.)
* ALNUS GLUTINOSA, Glertn.—Common in the valleys.
* CORYLUS AVELLANA, L.—Not common. Strome, Kin-
lochewe, Loch Broom, etc.
QUERCUS ROBUR, L., var. F(EMINA, Mill.—Kinlochewe,
Dundonnell, Jeantown, Applecross.
Q: PEDUNCULATA, Ehrh., was not noticed by me, but the
oak is so frequently barren in Boss that I may have over-
looked this variety.
: FAGUS SYLVATICA, L.—Occurs only as a planted tree.
(SALIX PENTANDRA, L.—Given in Dixon's list, but I have
not observed it.)
:* S. ALBA, L.—Occurs as a planted tree at Jeantown, etc.
* S. RUBRA, Huds.—Probably as a planted tree.
noticed it at Kinlochewe and Inverlael.
* S. VIMINALIS, L.—Possibly native.	 Strome, Loch
Broom, Jeantown, etc.
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158	 TRANSACTIONS AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE [SEES. Lvm.
* S. SMITHIANA, Willd.—Loch Broom, but very likely
planted.
S. RUGOSA, Leefe.—Probably planted. At Kinlochewe.
S. CINEREA, L.—Common and variable.
S. AURITA, L.—Rather frequent, sometimes as the var.
minor, Sond.
S. CAPREA, L.—Not uncommon, but much less frequent
than S. cinema.
(S. NIGRICANS, Sm., is given in Dixon's list, and it may
probably be correct, but it evidently is not common, as I
have been unable so far to detect it.
(S. PHYLICIFOLIA, L., is given in the Applecross list. I
was unable to see it on either of my visits to the county.
It had better be queried, since forms of S. cinerea are
frequently mistaken for it.)
*S. AMBIGUA, Ehrh. (S. aurita x repens).—Rare. Near
Kishorn. It is given in Dixon's list, but this Gairloch
record will have to be verified.
S. REPENS, L.—Rather scarce. Ben Eay, Kishorn.
S. LAPPONUM, L.—In " Topographical Botany " on the
authority of Mr. Campbell. I have not seen it in the vice-
county.
S. IIERBACEA, L. — Given in " Topographical Botany "
without personal authority. It occurs on most of the
higher mountains, as Ben Eay, the Slioch, An Teallach,
Meall Gorm, and on a mountain in Strathcarron at about
2000 feet, with very much larger leaves.
(S. REncuLATA, L.—Included in the Gairloch list, but
the record must be verified. S. aurita was probably the
plant seen.)
* POPULUS TREMULA, L.—Native, and widely distributed ;
and as the var. ,labia.
*: P. NIG RA, L.—Planted, as at Ullapool, Jeantown,
Loch Duda, etc.
* EMPETRUM NIGRUM, L.—Abundant.
JUNIPERUS COMMUNIS, L.—Given in the lists of Mr.
Dixon and Mr. Allan, but I have no memorandum of
having seen it in the vice-county.
J. NANA, Willd.—On the Slioch, Ben Bay, Ullapool,
Strathcarron, etc., also as a form approaching J. communis.
PINUS SYLVESTRIS, L.—Undoubtedly native. Remains
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of ancient trees are to be seen in many of the peat bogs.
Lightfoot recorded it from Loch Maree in the "Flora Scotica,"
where it still occurs. This tree probably supplied the
ancient iron-works with fuel.
MALAXIS PALUDOSA, SW.—See " Topographical Botany "
without personal authority. In Glen Docharty growing
with Hypnum revolvens, rather common on the shores of
Loch Maree.
CORALLORHIZA INNATA, Br.—" In a moist, hanging wood,
on the south side, near the head of Little Loch Broom."
(Lightfoot in "Flora Scotica," p. 523).
LISTERA CORDATA, Br.—About Little Loch Broom (Light-
foot). I saw this by Loch Maree and on the limestone
near Ullapool, and near Dundonnell in Lightfoot's locality ;
also at Rhidorroch. Peramium appears to be the older
generic name.
L. OVATA, Br.—Not common, and only noticed on
limestone, as at Ullapool, Applecross, Kishorn, and Cnochan.
GOODYERA REPENS, Br.—Recorded by Lightfoot as
"Satyrium repens, growing amongst the Hypna, in an old,
shady, moist, hanging birch wood, called Ca-bue or Yellow-
hill, facing the house of Mr. Mackenzie, of Dundonald,
about two miles from the head of Little Loch Broom."
CEPHALANTHERA ENSIFOLIA, Rich.—Dixon in his list of
Gairloch plants states that Dr. Mackenzie, writing of the
first quarter of the century, says " the braes and wooded
hillocks of Gairloch were a perfect jungle of every kind of
loveable shrub and wild flower . . . some of the Epipactis
tribe being everywhere a lovely drug." " The Epipactis
ensifolia," says Dixon, " formerly abundant, is now almost
unknown. In June 1883 I discovered one plant on a
stony bank by water. In 1885 two plants were at the
same place."
* ORCHIS MASCULA, L.—Strome, Ullapool, Rhidorroch,
Cnochan, and Jeantown.
* O. INCARNATA, L.—Loch Duich, Rhidorroch, etc.
*O. LATIFOLIA, L.—Near the sea at. Ullapool, Drum-
roonie, Dundonnell.
*O. MACULA.TA, L.—Abundant. Usually with darker
coloured flowers than those of the plant from the Midlands.
(? OPHRYS MUSCIFERA, Huds.—Mr. B. S. Ogle brought a
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160	 TRANSACTIONS AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE [SESS. MIL
root of an orchis, which he found near Achnashellach, to
his garden in Oxfordshire. He believes a plant of the
fly orchis, which has flowered there, to be from the Ross-
shire root. Confirmatory evidence of its occurrence in the
county is needed.)
(HERMINIUM MONORCHIS, Br.—One of the impossible
plants of Dixon's list.)
* HABENARIA ALBIDA, Br.—Apparently rare. I saw it
on the limestone at Ullapool, and rather plentiful near
Rhidorroch.
H. CONOPSEA, Reich.—Recorded by Mr. C. Bailey from
Gairloch in 1883. I have seen it at Kishorn, Rhidorroch,
Cnochan, Strome, etc.
H. VIRIDIS, Br.—Recorded in the Applecross list. I
saw it at Ullapool, Cnochan, and Kishorn on the limestone,
also a plant with branched spike.
* H. BIFOLIA, Br.—Loch Torridon, Strome, Loch Duich,
Rhidorroch, Duncraig, Dundonnell, etc.
H. CHLOROLEUCA, Ridley.—Recorded in the Gairloch
and Applecross lists. I saw it in grass fields near Dun-
donnell.
* IRIS PSEUDACORUS, L.—Achmore, Ullapool, Kishorn,
Applecross, Jeantown, etc.
(ALLIum OLERACEUM, L.—In the Gairloch list, doubtful.)
A. URSINUM, L.—Rare. Strome, on steep rocks by the
waterfall at Jeantown, and on the Cnochan rocks.
' SCILLA NUTANS, Sm.—Widely distributed.
* NARTHECIUM OSSIFRAGUM, L.—Abundant. The flowers
have a perfume like the clove-pink.
TOFIELDIA. PALUSTRIS, HMIS. - Recorded in " Topo-
graphical Botany." I have seen it on the Slioch and Ben
Eay.
* JUNCUS BUFONIUS, L.—Common, and as the var. fasci-
cularis, Koch.
J. TRIFIDUS, L. — Mountains near Little Loch Broom
(Dr. Lightfoot). In " Topographical Botany," without
personal authority. It is plentiful on the ridge of Ben
Eay, on the Slioch, Ben More, An Teallach, Sgurr Fhuaran,
and Meall Gorm. It descends to 1000 feet on a mountain
in Strathearron.
(J. COMPRESSUS, Jacq.—Some specimens which I
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gathered at Attadale in 1879 were so named by Dr.
Boswell Syme, but they were rather young, and I
believe them to have been J. Gerardi. At anyrate,
confirmatory evidence is needed of the occurrence of true
J. compressus in West Ross.)
*J. GERA.RDI, Lois.—Common on the sides of Loch
Carron by the mouth of the river, at Ullapool, at
Kishorn, and Dundonnell.
* J. EFFUSUS, L.—Widely distributed.
* J. CONGLOMERATUS, L.—Abundant, and generally dis-
tributed.
* J. sanNus, Wench. (J. bulbosus, L.).—Common, and
generally distributed. Var. Kochii, Syme.—Strome Ferry
(Rev. E. F. Linton), 1885. Var. fluitans, Fries.—Loch a
Mhuilinn, etc. Var. uliginosus, Roth.—Glen Docharty,
1Illapool.
* J. LAMPOCARPUS, Ehrh.—Common. Var. nigritellus,
Don.—Margins of Loch Maree.
* J. SYLVATICUS, Reich. (J. artieulatus, L. pp.).—.Not un-
common.
J. TRIGLUMIS, L. — Recorded by Churchill Babington
in "Topographical Botany." It is much less frequent
on the Ross mountains than on the Cairngorms or the
Breadalbane mountains. I saw it on An Teallach,
Sgurr Fhuaran, Meall Gorm, etc.
LUZULA VERNALIS, DC.—Not frequent. Glen Docharty.
* L. MAXIMA, DC.—Widely distributed ; plentiful on
mountain cliffs and by waterfalls.
L. SPICATA, DC.—Without personal voucher in " Topo-
graphical Botany." On the Slioch, Ben Eay, Ben More,
An Teallach, Meall Gorm it has been noticed by me.
* L. cAmrEsTRis, DC.—Common.
* L. ERECTA, Desf.—Common, and more frequently as
the var. congesta, Koch. The var. pallescens, Koch., was
noticed near Braeniore.
* SPARGANIUM ERECTUM, L.—Rare. Dornie.
* S. SIMPLEX, Huds.—Loch Maree.
*S. AFFINE, Schnizl. (S. natans, Hooker et auet. var.).—
In some small mountain lochs on Ben Eay ;'also at 2200 feet
on the Slioch. Probably this was Dr. Lightfoot's S. natans,
seen in lochs between Little Loch Broom and Ledbeg.
TRANS. BOT. SOC. HUM VOL. XX.
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S. MINIMUM, Fries. (S. natans, L. herb.).—In a small
marshy place near Loch Alsh. I saw no Sparganiums in
1893 in Ross.
* LEMNA MINOR, L.--Rare. Kinlochewe. Not seen in
1893.
* TRIGLOCHIN PALUSTRE, L.—Glen Docharty, Ullapool,
etc.
* T. MARITIMUM, L.—Common on the shores of Loch
Carron, Little Loch Broom, etc.
* POTAMOGETON NA TANS, L.—Recorded in the Applecross
and Gairloch lists, but how far correctly I cannot say. It
is much rarer than the next species, which the above
record may have probably intended. The true P. natans,
L., occurs in Loch a Mhuilinn.
* P. POLYGONIFOLIUS, Pourr.—Abundant both as the
ericetal form and as the floating plant.
* P. GRAMINEUS, L. (P. heterophyllus, Schreb.).—In Loch
a Mhuilinn. The unusual drought made the level of the
water much lower, so that some of the plants were growing
on the muddy margin of the loch as the form terrestris
Meyer.
(P. LUCENS, L.—Gairloch, Dixon. Very doubtful ; pro-
bably the foregoing species.)
* RUPPIA ROSTELLATA, Koch.—In brackish ditches at the
head of Loch Carron. * Var. nana, Bosw.—Loch Carron,
near Jeantown.
(? ELEOCHARIS ACICULARIS, Sm.—Kinlochewe. I should
like to have this reaffirmed.)
* E. PALUSTRIS, R. Br.—Loch Clare. Recorded in the
Applecross list. I saw it also in a loch on the moorland
between Ullapool and Dundonnell, and in Strathcarron.
* E. MULTICAULIS, Sm.—Common, and widely distributed.
* SCIRPUS PAUCIFLORUS, Lightf.—Frequent.
* S. FLUITANS, L.—Loch Coulin, and in a small stream
in Loch Carron.
* S. CIESPITOSUS, L.—Abundant, and generally distributed.
* S. SETACEUS, L.—Kinlochewe 1887, Ullapool, Strath-
carron, Applecross, etc., not rare.
S. LACUSTRIS, L. — Glencarron (Mr. Sewell). I have
not seen this in the west watershed in Strathcarron ; it is
not rare in East Ross. It occurs in West Ross at Apple-
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cross, in Loch a Mhuilinn and Loch Conlin, and by Loch
D uich.
S. MARITIMUS, L.—Kintail (" Collectanea for a Flora of
Moray," by Dr. Gordon, 1836, p. 3). 	 I have seen it
there as the var. conglobatus, Gray.	 It also occurs at
Kishorn with the variety mentioned.
* S. RUFUS, Wahlb.—Plentiful in two or three places on
the shores of Loch Carron. The var. bifolius (Blysmus
rufus, var. bifolius, Wallroth) also occurred, and appeared
to gradually merge into the type.
ERIOPHORUM VAGINAT UM, L.—Abundant, and generally
distributed.
* E. POLYSTACHION, L. (E. angustifoliwm, Roth.)—
Abundant, and generally distributed. The var. minus,
Koch, was seen on Slioch, etc. Var. Vaillantianum, Poit.
et Turp.--Kinloche we.
E. LATIFOLIUM, Hoppe.—" Topographical Botany," on
faith of a specimen sent by Churchill Babington. I have
not seen it in West Ross. There is an earlier record, Mr.
Arth. Bennett points out, viz. Plockton, 6 miles w.s.w. of
Strome Ferry (Mr. Stables). See " Gordon Coll.," p. 3, 1836.
RHYNCOSPORA. ALBA, Vahl.—Recorded by Churchill
Babington in " Topographical Botany." It is locally
common, as in Glen Torridon, Strathcarron, near Dun-
donnell, etc.
S CHCENUS NIGRIC AN s, L. — "Topographical Botany
<Churchill Babington)." Frequent. Especially abundant
about Loch Broom side, Strathcarron, Applecross, etc.; also
as the var. ?Janus, Lange, in Strathcarron.
CLADIUM JAMAICENSE, Crantz. (a germanicum, Schrad.) —
A. Evans 1890, see " Scotch Naturalist," 1891, p. 186.
I have not seen it in the county.
* CAREX DIOICA, L.—Not uncommon, and widely dis-
tributed ; but much less frequent than C. pulicaris, L.
* C. PumeAms, L.—Abuudant, and generally distributed.
* C. RUPESTRIS, L.—A scrappy specimen gathered by me
in 1880 near Glen Shiel may belong to this species. It
occurs very sparingly on the Cnochan rocks in West Ross,
and is not uncommon on the same rocks at a low altitude
in West Sutherland.
* C. PAUCIFLORA, Lightf.—Lower slopes of Ben Eay,
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moorland in Glen Torridon, and moorland between the two
Loch Brooms.
* C. ARENARIA, L.—Very local. I only saw it on a
small piece of sandy coast near Polglass.
C. PANICULATA, L.—Rare. In Gleann Bianasdail.
* C. ECHINATA, Murr.—Abundant.
*C. REMOTA, L.—Loch Coulin side, Dundonnell. Local
and rare. The starved form C. tenella, Sm. (non Schk.),
occurred by Loch Duich.
C. CANESCENS, L.—Local and rare. Loch Alsh.
* C. LEPORINA, L.—Glen Shiel, Braemore, Dundonnell,
Applecrogs, Kishorn, etc.
* C. RIGIDA, Good.—The Slioch, Ben Eay, An Teallach,
Sgurr Fhuaran, etc. Common on the higher hills.
C. GOODENOWII, J. Gay.—Common and variable. The
var. C. juncella, Fries., occurred at Kinlochewe, and at Loch
Achall, etc. The var. melcena, Wimm., at An Teallach and
Ben Eay ; it is simply a diseased state.
C. FLACCA, Schreb. (C. glauca, Murr.).—Common and
variable.
C. PILULIFERA, L.—Common, and generally distributed.
The var. lonyibracteata occurred on Ben Eay, An Teallach,
and Cnochan.
* C. PALLESCENS, L.—Base of Sgurr Fhuaran, Braemore,
Dundonnell, Applecross, Duncraig, Rhidorroch.
* C. PANICEA, L.—Common, and generally distributed.
* C. VAGINATA, Tausch.—Rare. The Slioch.
* C. SYLVATICA, Huds.—Strome, Braemore, Dundonnell,
Applecross, Kishorn, etc.
*C. BINERVIS, Sm.—Abundant and variable. On the
higher hills it occurs with much darker fruit and glumes
—var. or f. nigrescens. On the moorlands as in Glen
Torridon, Braemore, etc., it is sometimes four feet high, and
has large, rather conical than cylindric spikelets. This
form (elatior) is sometimes confused with C. loevigata.
C. LLEVIGATA, Sm.—On the authority of Mr. Grieve. I
have not seen it in the county.
* C. HORNSCHUCIIIANA, Hoppe.—Rather common.
* C. FULVA, Good.—Glen Torridon, Strathcarron. Var.
C. xanthocarpa, Degl.—Kinlochewe, Applecross, near Loch
Clare 18 8 8, Dundonnell 18 9 4.
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* C. EXTENSA, Good.—Near Jeantown by the shores of
Loch Carron, and as the var. pumi/a, And.
* C. FLAVA, L.—Common. Var. oederi, Lilj.—Strath-
carron, Applecross, etc.
* C. CHRYSITES, Link. (C. wderi, auct. var. non Ehrh).—
Rare. At the upper end of Loch Carron.
C. FILIFORMIS, L.—Found by Mr. P. Ewing in 1887.
So far I have not met with it.
* C. ROSTRATA, Stokes.—Common.
C. SAXATILIS, L.—Found by Mr. Sewell on Sgurr Ruadh
at about 3000 feet.
* PHALARIS ARUNDINACEA, L.—Dornie, Applecross. Not
common.
* ANTHOXANTHUM ODORATUM, L.—Common, and generally
distributed.
' ALOPECURUS GENICULATUS, L.—Kinlochewe, Ullapool,
Applecross, etc.
*A PRATENSIS, L.—Dornie, Jeantown, Applecross, Ulla-
pool, etc. Some very robust forms by Loch Carron in
cultivated fields.
* PHLEUM PRATENSE, L.—Kinlochewe. Very robust
form at Jeantown, Dundonnell.
* AGROSTIS CANINA, L.—Common. Abundant on the
moorland in Glen Torridon as the f. grandi flora, Hack. ;
and on Ben Eay and the Slioch, from 1500 feet upwards
to 3000 feet, as the var. Scotica, Hackel, which approaches
A rubra, Wahl. It occurs also as the sub-var. mutica.
True A. rubra has flat radical leaves without runners. See
Journ. Bot., 1890, p. 45-6.
* A. ALBA, L.—Abundant and variable. As the var.
coarctata, Hoffm., at Kinlochewe, Strathcarron, Ullapool,
Torridon, etc. Var. maritima, Meyer.—Jeantown, Polglass,
etc. Var. patzda, Gaud.—Ullapool.
* A. VULGARIS, With.—Common. Var. pumila, L.—Not
uncommon. An Teallach, Meall Gorm, etc.
AIRA CARYOPHYLLEA, L.—Found by Mr. Ewing in 1887 ;
it is not very common. I saw it in Strathcarron and
Ullapool.
A. puiEcox, L.- -Ullapool, Keppoch, Braemore, Kin-
lochewe, etc.
* DESCHAMPSIA CiESP1TOSA, Beauv.—Abundant and
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166	 TRANSACTIONS AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE [SESS. rviu.
generally distributed. Var. alpina, Gaud.—An Teallach,
Meall Gorm. Var. pallida, Koch.—Applecross, Strath-
carron, Kinlochewe.
* D. FLEXUOSA. Trim—Common, and widely distributed.
Var. montana (Huds.).—An Teallach, Meall Gorm, Ben Eay.
AVENA PUBESCENS, Huds. — " Topographical Botany "
(Churchill Babington). On the limestone at Ullapool,
and as the var. glaberrima, Borb., in Beenitz. Herb. Europ.
=Var. alpina, Reichb., Fl. Excurs. 52, there and at
Cnochan.
* A. FATUA, L.—Strome
* HOLCUS mums, L.—Strome, Ullapool, Jeantown.
* H. LANATUS, L.—Abundant and generally distributed.
A common montane grass on Slioch.
* ARRHENA.THERUM AVENACEUM, Beauv.—Attadale, Strome,
Ullapool, etc. The var. A. bnlboswin is the frequent plant
at Ullapool, etc. I think it is a distinct sub-species.
* SIEGLINGIA DECUMBENS, Bernh.—Craigrn ore, Braemore,
etc. Common.
'' PHRAGMITES COMMUNIS, in.—Rather rare. Loch
Duich, Glen Torridon, Polglass as the var. unifiora, Boreau.
SESLERIA CCERULEA, Hard.—Recorded by Lightfoot in
the "Flora Scotica" as Cynosures ccerulens, growing on wet
places on the sides of the mountains about Little Loch
Broom. I did not see it on my short visit to An Teallach,
but my exploration was stopped by heavy rain and mist,
and I did not get as far as a small outcrop of the limestone
where Lightfoot may have seen it. I failed to find it in
1894.
* CYNOSURUS CRISTATUS, L.—Kinlochewe, Ullapool, Dun-
donald, Jeantown, etc.
* MOLINIA VARIA, Schranck.—Abundant, probably the
commonest grass in the county. Sometimes on the hills
and dry rocks as the var. depauperata, Lindl.
MELICA NUTANS, L.—Strome (Rev. W. R. Linton). I
saw it in the limestone gorge at Ullapool, by the waterfall
at Jeantown, at Dundonnell, and Rhidorrocli.
* DACTYLIS GLOMERATA, L.—Kinlochewe, Ullapool,
Applecross, Jeantown, etc. Not abundant.
* POA ANNUA, L.—Common, and generally distributed.
The var. supina, Schrad., on Slioch and An Teallach.
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* P. NEMORALIS, L.—Rare. Near Strome. I did not
see it anywhere in 1893 or 1894.
* P. PRATENSIS, L.—Common, and widely distributed.
The var. P. subeaTulea, Sm., on the beach at Ullapool, at
Strathcarron, and on limestone rocks at Cnochan.
P. TRIVIALIS, L.—Common A large, stout form which
occurred at Ullapool is probably the var. multifiora, Reichb.
The var. glabra, Doell.—Near Applecross and Ullapool.
* G. FLuITANs, Br.—Dornie, Ullapool, etc.
G. MARITIMA, Wahl.—Recorded by Lightfoot in "Flora
Scotica " as Poa maritima from Loch Broom. It is abund-
ant by Loch Carron, and also occurs about Kishorn, Ulla-
pool, Applecross. It is a variable plant.
* FESTUCA SCIUROIDES, Roth. (F. bromoides, L.).—Strath-
carron, Ullapool, Loch Torridon side.
* F. OVINA, L.—Abundant, and generally distributed
from the sea-level to over 3000 feet. The var. paludosa,
Gaud., is not uncommon. It occurred on a wall top with
Sieglingia, Pedieularis sylvatiea, Carex puliearis, Orehis
maculata, L. Narthecium ossifragum, Carex echinata, etc.,
at Braemore. F. ovina is frequently viviparous.
* F. RUBRA, L.—Not uncommon, and very variable. The
f. pruinosa, Hackel, occurred by Loch Torridon, and is
frequent as a plant of rocky coasts. Sub.-var. barbata,
Hack., on An Teallach. A depauperate form occurred by
the Abtruinn Bruachaig near Kinlochewe, and a rigid
glaucous form by Loch Maree, and a form with much
larger spikelets near Duncraig.
*F. SYLVATICA, Vill.-I was pleased to find this hand-
some species by the waterfall at Jeantown, and in a shady
gorge at Dundonnell.
* F. ELATIOR, L.—Rare. On the limestone at Kishorn.
F. ARUNDINACEA, Schreb.--A plant probably belonging
to this species was gathered in a field close to Courthill
House at Kishorn.
* BROMUS GIGANTEUS, L.—Rather rare. Strome, Inver-
Jeantown, Rhidorroch, Dundonnell.
* B. RAMOSUS, Huds.—Rare. Inverlael.
* B. SECALINUS, L.—A rather rare colonist at Strath-
carron, Ullapool, and Dundonnell.
* B. RACEMOSUS, L.—Ullapool.
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1 6 8	 TRANSACTIONS AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE [SEss. LVIII.
* B. MOLLIS, L.—Not uncommon. The var. glabresens,
Coss., at Ullapool.
B. COMMUTATUS, Schrad.—Ullapool.
*BRA CHYPODIUM GRACILE, Beauv.—Local. Applecross,
Rhidorroch, and by the waterfall near Jeantown.
* LOLIUM PERENNE, L —Dornie, Kinlochewe, Ullapool,
Strathcarron, etc.
: L. ITALICUM, Braun.—Kinlochewe. Planted.
AGROPYRON CANINUM, Beauv.—By the waterfall at
Jeantown, Dundonnell, Rhidorroch.
* A. REPENS, Beauv.—Common, and very variable. As
the var. Leersianum, Gray, at Ullapool, etc.; as the var.
barbatum (Duval-Jouve), at Strathcarron ; and as a stiff
maritime form, var. maritimunt, Mihi., by the coast at
Jeantown. The glaucous form, var. ecesium, Dfill., also
occurred in Strathcarron.
*A. JUNCEUM, Beauv.—On the small bit of sea sand at
Polglass.
* NARDUS STRICTA, L.—Rather common, and widely
distributed.
ELYMUS ARENARIUS, L.—On the finer shingle of Loch
Broom between Ullapool and Inverlael, and at Polglass on
the sand.
HYMENOPHYLLUM UNILATERALE, Bory. — Recorded as
Trichomanes tunbriclgenses, near Loch Mari, by Dr. Lightfoot.
In " Topographical Botany," but without personal authority.
I saw it by the rail side near Strome Ferry. It is also
given in Dixon's list.
* PTERIS Au -11,1NA, L.—Common, and widely distributed.
* CRYPTOGRAMME CRISPA, Br.—Local. Sgurr Fhuaran,
Meall Gorm, and Sgurr na Caorach. In the Beallach Pass
it is abundant.
* LOMARIA SPICANT, Desv.—Common, and widely dis-
tributed.
ASPLENIUM ADIANTUM-NIGRUM.—Common, and widely
distributed.
A. MARINUM, L.—Given in both the Applecross and
Gairloch lists. It occurs in a sea cave near Apple-
cross.
A. VIRIDE, Huds.—Recorded from the Cnochan rocks
by Lightfoot in the " Flora Scotica." It is local. I saw it
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in the limestone gorge near Ullapool, and by the waterfall
near Jeantown. It is abundant on the Cnochan rocks.
* A. TRICHOMANES, L.—Common, and widely distributed,
especially near the sea.
* A. RUTA-MURARIA, L.—Common The var. pseudo-
germanicum, Milde., occurred in the limestone gorge near
Ullapool, and at Cnochan.
A. SEPTENTRIONALE, L.—Given by Mr. Dixon in the list
of Gairloch plants.
* ATHYRIUM FILIX-FEMINA, Roth.—Common, and as the
vars. convexunt, and molle, by Loch Maree, etc.
SCOLOPENDRIUM VULGARE, Symons.—Rare. Recorded in
the Applecross list. It occurs near Kishorn, but very rarely.
* CYSTOPTERIS FRAGILIS, Bernh.—Not uncommon, and as
the var. dentata, Hook.
POLYSTICHUM LONCHITIS, Roth.—Given in the " Flora
Scotica " as occurring on the limestone rocks at Cnochan.
I found a small specimen on Ben Eay, and it is given in
Dixon's list. It is common and luxuriant on the Cnochan
rocks.
* P. LOBATUM, Presl.—Rather rare on both sides of
Strathcarron, and as the var. aculeatum, Syme.
* LASTREA OREOPTERIS, Presl.—Common and widely
distributed.
* L. FILIx-MAS, Presl.—Generally distributed. The var.
paleacea, Moore., at Lieuthgoch, Kinlochewe, etc. ; the var.
affinis, Bab., at Ullapool ; and the var. pumila, Moore, on An
Teallach.
*L. SPINULOSA, Presl.—Glen Shiel, Applecross, Kinloch-
ewe, etc.
* L. DILATATA, Presl.—Common and variable.
* L. /EMULA, Brack.—Glen Docharty.
POLYPODIUM VULGARE, L.—Common, and also as the
form var. breves, Lange.
PHEGOPTERIS DRYOPTERIS, Fee.—Not common. Loch
Clare side, near Ullapool, Jeantown, Cnochan not typical.
* P. POLYPODIOIDES, Fee.—Not very common, Strome,
Braemore, Ullapool, Cnochan, etc.
* OSMUNDA REGALIS, L.—Duncraig, near Jeantown, Dun-
donnell, and near Applecross. In one of the islands in
Loch Maree.
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(OPHIOGLOSSUM VULGATUM, L.—Given in Dixon's list.
BOTRYCHIUM LUNARIA, L. — Recorded by Lightfoot
" from Dundonald," near Ullapool, and at the south end of
Loch Duich.
EQUISETUM MAXIMUM, Lamk.—Local. Given in the
Applecross list. I saw it close to the window of the little
inn at Applecross, and it is plentiful in the woods close by.
*E. ARVENSE, L.—Not very common Kinlochewe,
Jeantown, etc. Also as a curious form or variety at
Applecross.
E. SYLVATICUM, L.—Widely distributed, but not ex-
tremely common. The var. capillare, Hoffm., at Kinloch-
ewe.
* E. PALUSTRE, L.—Not very common. Loch Clare,
Ullapool, Jeantown.
* E. LIMOSUM, L.—Loch Conlin, Kishorn, Strathcarron,
Drumroonie, etc.
' LYCOPODIUM SELAGO, L.—Not very common. On the
Slioch as the var. recurvum, Desv., also as the type on Ben
Eay. The var. appressum, Desv., on a mountain in Strath-
carron, on An Teallach.
L. INUNDATUM, L.—See " Topographical Botany." I
have a recollection of seeing it recorded from Kinlochewe.
L. ANNOTINUM, L.—West Ross (Stables). Sparingly on
An Teallach.
L. CLAVATUM, L.—Carnasoug, Ben Eay, etc., but not
common. I did not see it in 1893.
* L. ALPIN UM, L.—Rather common on the higher hills.
The var. decipiens (L. complanatuni, L., var. anceps,
Baenitz., Herb. Europ.).—Rare. Ben Slioch, An Teallach,
Ben Eay, etc. In 1893 I saw but few specimens of the
L ycopods in Ross ; in 1894 they were more common.
* SELAGINELLA SELAGINOIDES, Gray.—Not unfrequent, as
Glen Shiel, Torridon, Strathcarron, Beallach na bo Pass,
An Teallach, and Cnochan.
* ISOETES LACUSTRIS, L.—Common in Loch Maree. It
is found at about 2000 feet on top of the Beallach na bo
Pass as the var. falcata , Tausch.
I. ECHINOSPORA, Dur.—Recorded by Mr. Ewing.
CHARA FRAGILIS, Desv.—Recorded by Mr. C. Bailey. It
is plentiful in Loch a Mhuilinn and Loch Achall, and as the
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var. delicatula, Br., in a small stream in Strathcarron, and
at Applecross.
* NITELLA OPACA, Aghardh.—Loch Maree. Apparently
rare.
A few critical plants are still being investigated.
NOTES FROM THE ROYAL BOTANIC GARDEN, EDINBURGH.
I. REPORT ON TEMPERATURE AND VEGETATION DURING
JANUARY 1894. By ROBERT LINDSAY, Curator.
During the past month of January the thermometer fell
below the freezing point on nineteen occasions, indicating
collectively 121 ° of frost for the month, as against 100'
for the corresponding month last year. The lowest reading
was 9°, or 23 ° of frost, which was registered on the 7th
of the month. (The same amount was registered on the
6th of January last year, and was the lowest reading
recorded last winter.) Other very low readings were
registered on the mornings of the 6th and 8th, when the
glass fell to 13 ° and 15 ° respectively. The lowest day
temperature was 22 ° on the 6th, and the highest 58 ° on
the 14th. Of the forty selected plants whose dates of
flowering are annually recorded to the Society, the follow-
ing came into flower, viz. :—Bulbocodium vernum, on 12th
January; Galanthus nivalis, 16th ; Leucojum vernum, 18th;
Eranthis hyemalis, 19th; Daphne Mezereum, 19th; Scilla
precox, 22nd; S. siberica, 22nd; Galanthus plicatus, 22nd;
Rhododendron atrovirens, 24th.
On the rock-garden 22 plants came into flower during
the month, as against 13 last January. Amongst which
were the following, viz. :—.Arabis procurrens, Helleborus
viridis, Hepatica triloba, If. angulosa, Hyacinthus azureus,
Galanthus Elwesii, G. Imperati, Iris sophonensis, Primula
elatior, Synthiris reniformis, Triteleia uniflora, etc. Several
plants of Yucca gloriosa are developing flower-spikes at a
very unusual period of the year.
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